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Résumé 

Dans la présente étude, l'auteur examine l'incidence de 

la réglementation économique sur le secteur, très diversifié, des 

petites entreprises au Canada et conclut qu'en général, elles ne 

sont pas écrasées par la réglementation. Il est évident, 

toutefois, que la répartition des ressources rares dans ce 

secteur -- en particulier le temps productif des 

entrepreneurs-propriétaires-cadres -- est trop orientée vers les 

travaux de paperasserie et de réglementation. Ce n'est souvent 

pas l'esprit ou la lettre des règlements qui est en faute, mais 

plutôt la façon dont ils sont appliqués par les organismes de 

réglementation, qui ont souvent des objectifs trop étroits, 

comprennent mal les effets des règlements et de la paperasserie 

qu'ils créent, et encore plus mal les entreprises. Une de leurs 

lacunes, notamment, est de ne pas comprendre que la 

réglementation économique peut avoir des effets différents et 

relativement plus grands sur les petites entreprises que sur les 

grandes. 

L'ouvrage résumé ici est une étude indépendante qui a 

été commandée par le Conseil économique du Canada. A la suite 

de la Conférence des premiers ministres de février 1978, le 

Conseil a reçu un mandat du Premier ministre de formuler des 

recommandations concernant les mesures à prendre dans le domaine 

de la réglementation économique à tous les niveaux de 

gouvernement. 
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--- ----------------------------------- 

.SUMMARy' -.._----- 

This study explores the impacts of economic regulation 

on the diverse small business sector in Canada and concludes that in 

general, small business is not being crushed by regulation. Although, 

evidence suggests that the allocation of scarce resources in the sector, 

in particular the productive time of entre~en~-owner-managers, is 

being diverted to cope with paperwork and regulations to an unnecessary 

extent. Often it is not the intent or the content of the regulations 

that is at fault, but rather the way r~gulat;ons are being applied by 

regulators who are too often narrow in purpose, who lack understanding 

of the effects of the regulations/paperwork they create or who have 

a very limited understanding of business. In particular they fail to 

understand that economic reguLations can have a different and reLativeLy 

greater impact on smaLL business than Larger firms. 

This is an independent study commissioned by the Economic 

CounciL of Canada. The council was instructed by the Prime Minister, 

after the First Ministers Meeting, February 13-15, 1978 to prepare 

recommendations for action regarding economic reguLations at aLL levels 

of government. 
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A. OVERVIEW -------- 

During 100 in-depth interviews conducted with small 

business owners located mostly in Ontario, very few claimed that 

their small business was being "crushed by economic regulations."* 

In most interviews owner-managers were found to have a limited know 

ledge of economic regulations that affected them. Only in a few 

cases were small businessmen able to provide an estimate of the 

total cost impact of regulations on their business. In many inter 

views care had to be taken so as not to put words or quantitative 

estimates in the mouths of the owner-managers who were anxious to 

co-operate, but found it difficult to respond fully to the more in 
depth and probing enquiries. 

Most owner-managers were able to discuss, in detail, 

specific distasteful incidents which often involved the inconsi~tent 

interpretation of vague regulations by overzealous or poorly trained 

regulatory officers. Many independent business person resented any 

sort of interference with their operations by outsiders, such as govern 

ment regulators, large landlords, large suppliers or customers, etc. 

who had the power to impose rules on them. In fact, many small business 
owners did not distinguish between economic regulations imposed by 

governments, restrictions imposed by other large organizations, or the 
taxation system they were subject to. 

*A number of "Free Enterprise" groups claim that the answer to this 
question is definitely 'yes'. Douglas Hartle in ~~~!i£_f2!i£~_Q~£isi2n 
~~~ing_~ng_B~g~!~!i2D, Institute for Research on Public Policy, Mon 
treal, Quebec, 1979, p. 143, is less sure: "Regulatory compliance 
would appear ta be particularly onerous for small businesses relative 
to large enterprises. To what extent? Is this true? What could be 
done to ameliorate the situation if there is, indeed a problem?" 

1 
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Probably the only generalization about the small business 

sector that holds true is that one cannot really generalize about the 

many, diverse small businesses that exist in Canada. About 1 million 

in number, small business constitutes in many ways, the miscellaneous 

category (which must always exist in any categorization). All generali 

zations about small business must be qualified in terms of size, loca 

tion, ownership, and, industry sectots 'being served. 

The difficulty in doing research on small business comes 

about because of the individuality of the entrepreneur-owners who do 

not fit into neat SIC codes or other economic moulds. 

The sample of small businesses interviewed can be divided 

into two groups. The portion of our sample representing the vast 

majority of small businesses, those consisting of, say, less than five 

employees, had a very limited awareness of regulations that affect 

their businesses. Probably all of these smaller firms operated in 

non-compliance of some economic regulation out of ignorance. With 

this large group, consisting of hundreds of thousands of small busi 

nesses, it would be very costly and difficult (if not impossible) 

to have all relevant regulations enforced by authorities. At the 

same time, were it possible to strictly enforce regulations on the 

more marginal of the smallest of these businesses, economically 

disasterous consequences would follow to their owners and our economy. 
Generally speaking, the level of enforcement is not that intense for 
this to be happening. At the same time, many of these small business 

men will go to great and ingen;'ous lengths to legally avoid being 

s~ject ta unreasonable regu{ation~ which are seen as just another 

business problem to be overcome. 

A second group of larger owner-managed businesses are 

aware of selected, specific regulations that directly and routinely 

affect their businesses. But, very few of them are aware of all of 
the many regulations that may apply to them. Very few of them have 
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taken the time to investigate and study which regulations apply to their 

operations. In this group, without exception, most are aware of the 

paperwork that is required and enforced by taxation, statistical, labour, 

etc., agencies. Their level of awareness of economic regulations appears 

to be directly prpportional to the required paperwork and the enforcement 

and follow-up procedures being used. With regulations that require no 

paperwork or regular visits by inspectors, the level of awareness and 

compliance is considerably lower. Figure 1 below is an impressionistic 

view of the level of involvement that small business persons have with 

economic regulations. We are adopting this approach to communicate 

the highlights of the major patterns that emerge from being closely 

involved with massive amounts of g~~lita!i~~_22!~. The orders of 

magnitude presented are consistent with the quantitative findings of 

the Charlesworth study carried out in the United States and selectively 
presented in Part 1.0.1. 

Figure 1 

IMPRESSIONISTIC VIEW OF LEVEL OF SMALL 
BUSINESS PERSONS INVOLVEMENT WITH ECONOMIC REGULATIONS ------------------------------------------------------ 
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Most of the very small business owners are unaware or 

have limited awareness of economic regulations, even those that are 

affecting them. About 20 per cent are responding to enforcement of 

regulations that are brought to their attention. Another 25 per cent 

of small firms could be considered knowledgeable, actively passing on 

costs to customers whenever possible. An unknown number, as little 

as 5 per cent, may be non-complying with knowledge, taking advantage 

of lax enforcement. 

During the interviews, every effort was made to assess 

the allocation, income distribution and growth effects of economic 

regulations on the small owner-managed company. The following dia 

gramme, Figure 2, is an impressionistic view of the direct costs of 

economic regulation. 

Figure 2 
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Most entrepreneurs have at any time, many irons in the fire. 

Therefore it is conceivable that ALLOCATION EFFECTS exist through the 

choosing of alternatives that invoLve the Least amount of regulatory 

hassles and costs. As is implied in Figure 2, the direct costs of 

compliance are often not the most important. How the entreprenèur 

owner-manager allocates his own time, followed by how he invests his 

limited financial resources are of paramount concern from a societaL 

point of view. 

In terms of INCOME DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS, small business 

persons are able to pass at Least some of the direct costs of reguLations 

on to their customers, few take action to avoid such costs, most reported 

that regulations had increased their costs somewhat (not necessariLy 
significantLy) and that they were not abLe to pass them on. Pass through 

costs tend to be all or nothing in nature as is implied by Figure 2. 

Manufacturers seem to be better able to pass through cost increases 

than whoLesaLers, and wholesalers better than retailers. 

In aLmost aLL cases, owner-managers reported that there 

often was a time lag between the time they incurred the incremental 

regulatory costs and the time they were abLe to pass them on. From a . 

societal point of view it is the unnecessary inefficiency in reguLatory 

procedures, processes, rather than the substance of the reguLations that 

is most often at issue. 

GROWTH EFFECTS, like aLLocation effects, were hard to 
measure preciseLy. ReguLations are seen as part and parcel of being in 

business by most small business persons. "You tell me the rules and 

I will play the game." What owner managers complained about was vague 

ness, uncertainty and inconsi stency in regulations (especi a lly Customs. 

and Excise Duties). Such uncertainty often dampened their enthusiasm 
or delayed their expansion decisions. Capital to meet regulatory 

requirements is often difficult to get because such investments are 
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considered as being non-productive by bankers. Growth can be impeded 

when limited available capital is diverted to such non-productive 

enforced investments. 

ALTERNATIVES to economic regulation suggested tended to 

involve process rather than content. Why not consult with knowledgeable 

small business experts when conjuring up new regulations? Combine 

federal, provincial and IttInicipal inspections into one, to avoid 

unnecessary duplication. Coordinate information, reporting needs of 

government departments. Resorting to regulation should be a last 

resort. 

A number of MISCONCEPTIONS were debunked. We have already 

mentioned the fact that small business is not being crushed by economic 

regulation. While process appears to be more of a problem than content, 

many regulations probably exist that serve noone but the selfish interests 

of the regulators. 

Evidence seems to suggest that small business persons do 

not understand the différence between paperwork and regu1ations. Many 

consider such differentiations as only of academic iriterest. But 

there are also some important practical differences. "Regulations can 

put you out of business, or frustrate you all to hell, while there are 
always ways to handle the paperwork burden.H 

It ;s clear that paperwork ;s seen as doing relatively 

little of benefit for a small business. Although sometimes it forces 

an entrepreneur to become better organized, keep better records, etc. 

which can have side benefits. Regulations are more likely to benefit 

a small firm -- protection against unfair practices, sometimes small 

business service opportunities rise out of new regulations. But almost 

always paperwork and regulation disguise the real costs of governments. 

They are always a hidden cost being transferred from the public to the 
private sector. 
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Paperburd~n has served as the lightening rod of economic 

regulation~ The tip of the iceberg. It is always visible. Easier 

to enforce. A manager three levels down in a company doesn't consider 

paperwork as a problem. An entrepreneur-owner-manager, the closer he 

gets involved with daily operation, the more he considers paperwork 

a problem. 

It would be incorrect to say, that, in general, small 

business persons are devious and chose not to comply with well 

conceived economic regulations as an explicit act of defiance. In 

fact, most smaller business persons want to avoid bringing attention 

to themselves whether from governments or other larger businesses. 

Generally speaking, they fear direct confrontation with organizations 
that are larger than themselves. In a number of interviews the 

researchers were mistakenly seen as being anti-reguLations. In such 

cases we were subjected to lecturettes on the responsibilities of 

citizens to comply with the laws of the land and, for example, the 

necessity of protecting our natural environment from pollution, etc. 

.. 

The complaint that small business is being "Crushed by 

regulationp" may originate from the general distaste that small inde 

pendent business persons have for any outside influence on their operations, 

and from the drudgery of paperwork. Small business owners have a tendency 

to worry and complain (often with cause) about their future. They com 

plain that government is too involved in the marketplace, competing 

through paying higher wage rates at the post office, in crown corporations, 

and to civil servants in general. They also complain that many of the 
small business assistance programmes aimed at them by governments are 
ineffective and ill-conceived. They resent the unavailability of small 

business loans and that the cost of legitimate financing is much too 

high for small business. They complain (with good cause) that government 

refunds are difficu~to get and, that unions are being allowed to run 
rampant. 
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The majority of small businessmen often feel helpless 

in an environment that they see as progressively becoming more complex 

and dominated by "big guys". This trend manifests itself to them 

particularly when dealing with government agencies, where too many 

levels of government affect any particular issue. Where jurisdictions 

are overlapping. Where overly cautious civil servants are unwilling 

to make decisions. Where delays and uncertainty sometimes cost several 

times more than is necessary. 

When dealing with small business owners, one must think 

in terms of ~~!~iD~. The owner manager's decisions are strongly affected 

by life style considerations. He focuses on the margin: Is there 

enough money left after all the costs for me to carryon the life style 

I am accustomed to? If yes, then regulatory costs over which I have no 

control have relatively little effect on my allocation and growth decision. 

Other considerations are more important. 

The following two quotations from two of the interviewers 

capture the gist of the interviews that were undertaken during this study: 

"I went out with the idea at the back of my mind that 
regulations were causing major problems for small 
business. I found that this was not so. At least 
not the way the popular press would have it. A lot 
of small business persons like to propogate the popular 
image that they are downtrodden. And I am sure some 
are. But I think for the most part this is an effective 
strategy to keep regulators, taxation officials, etc. off 
their backs. There are a significant number of small 
businesses that wouldn't exist if it weren't for govern 
ment regulations." 

"TO me the big message that emerges from the interviews 
is that government regulations are not killing small 
business. But there sure is a need for better house 
keeping and neatness among the many overlapping, un 
necessary annoying and just plain stupid regulations. 
I was surprised by the resilience of small business 
owners, not as much animosity against civil servants as 
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I expected, a significant number of officials even 
could be classified as truly helpful and knowledgeable. 
There seems to be a slight trend of better qualified 
officials entering the service." 
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B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND FINDINGS ------------------------------- 

The following research questions, answered in point form, 

cover the main findings of this research: 

Is small business being crushed by economic regulations 

as is often claimed? 

No, because the general level of enforcement and the level of regulatory 

knowledge among small business persons is low. Those small businesses 

that are aware and knowledgeable are able to cope with the added regulatory 

costs. 

~y~!!iQD_~ -- Which creates the greater time and/or cost burden for 

small business: regulation or paperwork? 

• The C.F.I.B. Provincial Survey data showed clearly that Paperwork 

constituted the greater burden (range 78%-89% by Province). However, 

from our interviews it became clear that small business persons did not 

always distinguish between economic regulations (as defined· in our 

sample questionnaire and the C.F.I.B. survey) and paperwork caused by 
the filling out of forms for statistical and other purposes. They were 

often unaware of the regulations that affected them but were bugged 

by bureaucratic paperburden that had to be dealt with on a regular 

basi's. When the interviewees were probed about the !~Syl~!iQD! and what 
affect they had on their busine~s, they often became upset because they 

had not really thought about the costs of various regulations (acce~ting 
them as a fact of doing business) while ranting and raving about the 

paperwork burden. Very often it was difficult for them to distinguish 
between the difference of economic regulations and the paperwork generated 

by these regulations. 
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However, if we look at the interview data, it indicates 

that once the small businessman is made aware of the differences between 

regulations and paperwork (as defined in the beginning of the interview), 

and he really gets thinking about what regulations do indeed impact 

on his business, he will more often list regulations as impacting more 

than paperwork. The balance is still in favour of paperwork, though 
the statistics are not as clear cut. 

Which level of government imposes the greatest burden 
of paperwork and/or regulation on small business? 

In the C.F.I.B. Provincial Survey, Federal government was reported as 

creating the greatest paperburden for all provinces, except Quebec, where 

the Provincial government was the culprit. The interview data also 

indicated that the Federal government imposed more of the paperwork 

burden. Much of this paperburden is created by tax forms, etc. that 

have to be filled out for each employee as well as corporate docu- 
ments. 

Throughout the year, on the average, how many man hours 

does a business spend per week on government paperwork. 

Overwhelmingly in both the C.F.I.B. Provincial Survey data and our 

interviews, the answer was in the 1-10 hour category. The only trend 
noticeable was that as the number of employees increased, so did the 
number of hours that the company had to spend on paperwork. 
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Is the cost of compliance with regulations significant 

in relation to the total costs of a small business? 

We were unable to precisely measure the total cost of regulation. 

It is likely that the direct cost~ of regulation, that cannot be passed 

on, do not constitute a major cost in most small firms. The time 

required by an owner manager, in some situations, to comply with regulation 

is probably the greatest cost. 

Question 6 -- How well do the small business owners understand the ---- .. --- 
objectives of the regulations that affect them? How aware 

are they of the regulations that affect them? How do 

they deal with the cost of non-compliance? 

It must be noted that the interviewees were not primed as to the kinds 

of questions they would be asked and thus had very little time to really 

think about such an in-depth question as above, especially when it comes 

to allocating costs. Many small busin~smen operate from day-to-day 

and hand-t o-mouth and do not have time to worry about the long term. 

effects of regulations on their business situation. Small businessmen 

tend to be reactive rather than proactive in dealing with regulations. 

g~~~!i2n_7 -- How vigorously and consistently are regulations enforced 
in the small business sector? To what degree does voluntary 
compliance take place? 

In general, they are not enforced as strictly as they could be due to 

a shortage of enforcement officers and a lack of training and incompetence 

on the part of inspectors and bureaucrats. "If your inspector is 
friendly, you do O.K., if not, he can really screw you." There is aLso 

a tremendous overLap between various government agencies and reguLations 

"I 



dealing with specific issues such as health and safety. Most small 

businessmen do not deliberately want to flaunt regulations especially 

when it comes to human health and safety regulations as well as environ 

mental pollution concerns. Most often regulations are not complied 

with due to ignorance or a misunderstanding of exactly what it is that 

has to be complied with. 

Questi on 8 In terms of regulations impacting small business most 

who benefits and who pays. To what degree can small 

business pass on the cost of compliance? 

As often as p6ssibLe, the smaLL businessman tries to pass on his costs 

to the customer, but this is not always possible, simply because often 

he is unaware of the direct costs of regulatory compliance incurred 

by him. There is no clear cut answer to who benefits and who pays 

it depends on what issue the regulation is dealing with. There is 

a vast difference between paying minimum wage to unskilLed labour and 

spending hours training them to have them quit, on you just as you have 

them trained, and spending dollars (in one shot) on some pollution 

equipment that you can pass on over a number of years to you~ customer. 

Question 9 --------- Can one generalize about the kind of regulations that 

affect small business most? By industry? By size of 

company? By form of business organization? 

In terms of our interview sample, we divided our interviews into three 

industry categories: Manufacturing, Service, and Wholesale/Retail. 

As expected, we found that regulations were indeed industry specific, 

but all of the three groups had Human Rights, Workmen's Compensation, 

and Taxation as common areas of regulations impacting most on their 

busi ness. 



Both our interview data and the C.F.I.B. Natiorial Survey 

Data indicated that of the 9 broad categories of regulations listed, 

very few were seen to have a m2i2£ impact on the small businessman. 

(For an example of the question see Part III.A. Interview Questionnaire.) 

" 
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The interview data indicated labour standards and zoning 

were of greatest concern to the service, retail/wholesale industries. 

Our interviewers were surprised at the lack of complaints in the retail 

area. Sales tax was an issue and store hours a minor complaint but, 

there seemed to be few major regulations to complain about. However, 

even though the manufacturing industry appeared to have the least number 

of regulations (as listed by the interviewees), they expressed most concern 

with their industry, because it was so labour intensive. They reported 

that there was much abuse of the U.I.C. and Worker's Compensation Act 

on the part of the employees. 

The different political leanings of each of our Provinces 

was evident. Each Provincial government stresses different regulations 

(especially in terms of human rights and compensation). A Province 

has the ability to attract small business depending on the tax breaks 

it gives to various "new ventures" which are in turn dictated by the 
natural resources and climate of each Province. 

There does not appear to be any significant variability 

in the type of regulations that impact by size of company except that for 

companies with 100 or more employ~es, Labour Standards, Zoning Bylaws 

and Transportation problems impacted more. They were also the only ones 

(when looking at the sample overaLL) who reported Pa~kaging and LabeLling, 

and Health and Safety as being si~nificant problems. 

The form of business organization (corporation, proprietor 

ship, partnership), did not seem to make a difference in either the 

C.F.I.B. NationaL Surveyor our interviews. In fact, 95% of the interview 

sample consisted of corporations. 
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Question 10 ---------- How do regulations affect smaLL business differentLy 

than Large firms? 
'6 

Our interview data indicated that one of the major probLems a smaLL 

businessman has is that he deaLs at a different LeveL than does the 

big businessman. He deals with the smalL guns, while the big businessman 

has connections or lawyers or friends of friends who have the right 

connecti.ons to make the difference, be it in terms of Loans, zoning 

restrictions, interpretation of Legislation or the right law firm. 

As alLuded to above, reguLations are not standard across the country and 

have to be interpreted depending on regionaL and Local needs, current 

poLLution standards, etc. The Large firm has access to experts whereas 

the small businessman probabLy is an expert, but not in every facet of 

the industry he is invoLved in. 

Large business is less labour intensive than. small business. 
Many of the regulations deaL with labour and are human relations oriented 

and relatively speaking the total costs to smaLL business in terms of 

time to administer these regulations is high when compared to large busi 

ness. Large businesses have lawyers and money to fight for a cause, they 

have strong lobbies and can tackle an, issue before it becomes a regulation, 

or at least help to mould it to meet their needs. SmaLL business does 

not have this capital and human resource pool available to it. SmaLL 

business has to react, rather than proact, and thus they are often on the 

defensive, they know what they want, but they don't have the resources 

to accomplish their goals. Thus, large business has more Leverage and 
can anticipate regulations. 

Large business also has more financial flexibility than 

small business, it can draw from a pool of funds and shunt surplus 

cash where it is needed most. The small businessman operates on a 
margin and does not have this kind of flexibility. What it adds up to 
is that a large business has more expertise, experience and power to 
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deal with regulations. 

~~~!i~~_11_-- What general principles, alternatives and debunking 

of myths arise from the data? 

This was a very difficult question for us, as well as for the small 

business person interviewed. The reason is that alternatives are given 

by people who have time to think and we really did not give our inter 

viewees any warning of what we were going to ask them ahead of time. 

Small businessmen are often put into the situation of 

£2EÎn9 rather than thinking, they get stuck with moment to moment de 

cisions because they are the owner manager of a business which provides 

them thei r l ivelyhood, they have no atrernat ives , no time to think - 

they are survivors. The kinds.of answers our interviewers got to this 

question were vague less government, less hassle with taxes, less 

paperwork In terms of reg~ations, the general consensus was 

that they did not mind regulations and even saw them as necessary, but 

they would like to see more standardization of regulations, more reasonable 

regulations and less levels of government bureaucracy to deal with. Often 

the interviewers got a stream of frustration about some double standard 
or bureaucratic bungling that had cost them much time and money that they 

could not pass on to their clients or customers not to mention the ulcers 

and headaches. 

As mentioned in the overview, for some of the interviews 

it was very hard to listen and not to put words into the mouths of our 

interviewees. Generally speaking, the small businessman wants to be 

left alone to do his own thing, he is often an entrepreneur and an 

independent thinker who resents forms and people telling him what to do. 

.. 
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS --------------- 

In general we believe that the main problem exists with 

regulators. They are too often narrow in purpose, lack understanding 

of the effects of the regulations/paperwork they create, and careless 

in having regulation~ that overlap, or that are written in sloppy 

language and fail to serve socie~al goals. We agree with the Nova 

Scotia Task Force Report referred to in Part 1.0.6: Further extensive 

research into the regulatory problem is probably not needed. Instead 

we need to get on with the challenge of educating and informing indi 
viduals on all sides of the regulatory process: 

1. Make regulators more aware of the impact they 
have on smaller firms. 

2. Change the process by which regulations are 
made. 

3. Establish mechanisms that ensure that regulations 
are kept consistent with prevailing government 
policies. 

4. For specific recommendations see Part 1.0. The 
results and recommendations in these previous 
studie~ were for the most part replicated by our 
own research. 

. I 

5. We specifically endorse the C.F.I.B. small business 
related recommendations in Part 1.0.2 and process 
and mechanisms changes recommended in Part 1.0.6. 
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D. REVIEW OF SOME RELATED ACTIVITIES --------------------------------- 

1. United States ------------ 
Established government policy in the United States seeks 

to maintain competition in the market place through the encouragement 

of small business. The Robinson-Patman Act, Resale Price Maintenance 

Act and state licensing procedures represent only a few of the devices 

that are being used. Some U.S. economists abhor these devices 

believing that the attendant costs exceed the benefits. Others 

believe that some degree of inefficiençy can be tolerated as a 

price for diluting and preventing concentrations of economic and 

political power and for maintaining equality of opportunity. 

Small business is an important basic axiom of U.S. society, 

for example as ~xpressed forcefully in the preambLe to a resolution 
* at the 1980 White House Conference on SmalL Business. 

"The American Dream is to be an owner of one's own 
business. ALmost everyone has had the dream and 
miLlions of Americans have lived it. The American 
Dream is the cornerstone of our 200 year old American 

. Heritage and also is the reason for our country's 
position as the most economically powerful nation in . 
the world today. Would we have achieved this status 
a~ a nation if we had not been presented with opportunity 
unencumbered by government regulation? ••• Now, therefore, 
in consideration of the foregoing and; whereas the 
Small Business Community is represented by some 14 million 
small and independent businesses and; whereas these 
14 millions businesses represent 100 million people and 
58% of all private sector jobs in America, and; whereas 
97% of all newly created jobs in the past 7 years have 
been created among these 14 million small and inde 
pendent businesses representing 48% of America's gro~s 
business product and; whereas 50% of all new inventions, 
innovations and patents are developed in the small and 
independent sector of American business •••• Therefore 
be it resolved that •••• " 

* . The Wh,te House Conference on Small Business, January 13-17, 1980, 
preTiminary-ëonferenëe-Report;-Washington;-O.C., U.S.A., p. 14 
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* In Canada similar research findings appear to hold true. The 

value system evident in the above quote was prevalent in the interviews 

and data examined for our research. Although in true Canadian style, 

understatement was more prevalent. This is not to say that some small 

businessmen did not get carried away with their invective against 

government intervention in any form. 

There are few statistical data that reveal the magnitude 

of the impact of regulation on small business in the u.s. Statistics 

on business failures reflect overwhelming aggregative conditions from 

which we cannot isolate the regulatory effects. The number of small 

businesses that have been closed down because of regulation is thus 

a matter of speculation. An Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

survey revealed that ninety plants employing 19,000 people had been 

forced to close, "part ly or enti re ly," because of emi ssions standards. ** 

The so~called Charleswater (CAl) report is the most 

comprehensive survey of the impact of regulations on small business 
*** to date. The survey relied on interviews and questionnaires 

mailed to members of four small-business associations. The methodology 

employed was far from "scientific" and resulted in no quantitative 

information relating to the differential impact of regulations on 

small versus Large business. The major finding was that about 60% 

of the small firms were unable to pass on regulatory costs, suggesting 

that the "passing on" assumption sometimes made by regulatory agencies 

shouLd be reexamined. However, while most small firms reported an ina 

bility to pass on costs, onLy 5 per cent reported a marked decLine 

in profits due to reguLation~ These two findings can be consistent 

*E~i~_E~!~I~2~L_~~~1l_ê~~i~~~~~_ê~ilgi~9_~_ê~1~~£~9_É£2~2~~, Press 
Porcepic, Erin, Ontario, 1977, Chapters 4, 5, & 6. 

**p . C . . rlvate ommunlcatlon. 

***Ib.~_.!!!!Q2£:LQ~_~!!!~11_ê~~i~~§'§'_£Q~£~!J~_QL§Q~~.!:~!!!~~!_E~9~1~!i2~~_!b..ê! 
f2I£~_!~£b.~2129i£~1_£b.~~9~, SmaLL Business Admin., Washington, D.C., 
1975, prepared by CharLeswater Associates, Inc., Mass. 
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onLy on the assumption that reguLatory costs do not Loom heaviLy in 

the small business sector. Our research findings appear to confirm 

this to be also the case in Canada. 

The CAl report al$o pointed out that they had expected 

(before undertaking field research) a graphic representation of the 

cost, per unit of product, of complying with economic regulations, 

as a function of company size, to look something like Figure 3.* 

FIGURE 3 
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Proportion of Increase Passed Through 

The higher per unit costs for smaLLer firms wouLd simpLy be a reflection 

of the eco~omics of ScaLe. Fixed compLiance costs are distributed 

over a much smaLler output. 

Instead, CAl survey results suggested that unit compLiance 

* . CharLeswater Assoclates, Inc., !ê!Q, p.90. 
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costs as a function of company size were distributed as in Figure 4. 

FIGURE 4 
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According to CAl the compliance cost tail-off can be accounted for 

in the modifications and exemptions provided in U~S. regulations for 

small business. Also "our discussions with agency officials indicated 

clearly that enforcement efforts were not uniform" for any size of 

company, but were directed at larger offenders. Agencies simply did 

not have the manpower to achieve uniform enforcement given the 

millions of small businesses in existence. 

In our research we corroborated the existence of the 

general shape of Figure 4 in the Canadian environment. Our research 

suggested insights and explanations in addition to those given by CAl. 

In Figure 4 no precise scale is given for company size, but it would 

appear that smaLler medium-sized companies (companies who have succeeded 

and are growing) carry the highest unit compLiance costs. This finding 
. * agrees with some of our preVlOUS research. The implication is that 

* Rein Peterson, Q~~_11I. P. 97. 
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growing, successfuL companies are being penaLized and couLd be heLd 

back from providing the needed vitaLity to the economy as a whoLe. 

Our interview resuLts were successfuL in coming up with some exampLes 

of such cases. 

The CAl report Listed the impacts of economic reguLation 

* on smaLL business as foLLows. In generaL our research found that 

simiLar factors heLd in Canada, but we have added our comments in 

parentheses on the List beLow: 

1. Time demands pLaced on the smaLL business manager (especially 
in the case where there is a singLe key entrepreneur-owner). 

2. Confusion engendered by uncertain, conflicting, and shifting 
reguLatory requirements (and no-one to turn to for heLp). 

3. Inadequacy of existing technoLogy to do the job (because 
smaLL firms often Lack a broad range of technicaL skiLLs). 

4. UnavaiLability of equipment and suppLies, and as a coroLLary 
of this, deLays in deLivery of what is avaiLabLe (smaLL 
business is usuaLLy Lowest priority and poorest service). 

5. InabiLity to identify most cost-effective approach to 
compLiance (Lack of time, information, knowLedge). 

6. Necessity of reLiance on outside technicaL expertise and on 
the representations of contractors and manufacturers of 
controL equipment (most equipment saLesmen cannot affort to 
call on smaller firms). 

7. Cost and availabiLity of capitaL, particuLarly in light of 
the fact that expenditures for regulatory compliance are 
considered to be non-productive investments (most capital 
investments in smaller firms are forced upon them by dire 
production requirements of higher priority). 

8. Difficulties in dealing with agency personnel -- a problem more 
frequently cited in dealings with the newer and more aggressive 
federaL agencies; personnel from older agencies were considered 

* Charleswater Associates, Inc., QE~_fi!. pp. 148-149. 
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more technicaLLy competent, those from state and LocaL agencies 
were viewed as more responsive to smaLL business probLems 
because they were thought to be more concerned with the 
communities in which they operate (smaLL businessmen often 
lack interpersonal skilLs). 

9. Paperwork burdens (forms are designed to meet a broad range of 
firms and the speciaLized smalL firms do not fit the mouLd). 

10. Under-representation by trade associations which were thought 
to be dominated by their large members, and littLe other 
opportunity to have input into the formuLation of Legislation 
and regulations (previ~us research from Industry, Trade and 
Commerce comfirms this ). 

11. Retraining employees, Laying off others, hiring new employees 
to suppLy skills needed for compLiance, e.g., operating 
pollution control equipment (but small firms find it difficult 
to retain such personnel in a highly competitive labour market). 

12. Shifting product lines or simply dropping products altogether 
as well as plant shutdowns and business failures (we were 
able to find only a few specific examples in our research - 
hard to research, measure). 

13. Meeting time deadLines for compliance which were considered to 
be unrealistic and cost-inefficient -- many industry people 
felt that reguLatory agencies had an unrealistic view of what 
couLd be accompLished not only time-wise but performance 
wise, given technologicaL capabilities and limitations (our 
research sample suggested that· officials are becoming more 
realistic in this regard). 

The U. S. Commission on Federal Paperwork established in 

October, 1975 (for a period of two years) probably constituted the 

most comprehensive governmentaL endeavour in this fieLd anywhere in 

the world. The Canadian Paperburden Office, launched in 1978 benefitted 

in many ways from the U.S. experience. The Commission claimed estimated 

savings to the U.S. economy of $3.5 BiLLion from recommendations 

implemented by Agencies and Congress even while the study was still 

*Rein Peterson, ~~~11_~Q9_~~E9~_fiE~~_I29~!h~E~_~Q_~~E12E~!2rl_~~rr~!i~~, 
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, Small Business Secretariat, 

Ottawa, Ontario, 1978 
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underway. Many subsequent cLaims of reaL benefits, which were 

usuaLLy difficuLt to corroborate, foLLowed. 

The report of the U.S. Commission on FederaL Paperwork aLso 

pointed to Long-term measures. Discussions of the paperburden/reguLa 

tory probLem in the United States are at present focussing on a 

"totaL approach". WhiLe measures such as combination of forms, reduction 

of reporting frequency requirements, totaL eLimination of forms, etc. 

are needed, they form onLy a part of a combined strategy that must be 

deveLoped for a comprehensive attack on the root causes of paperburden 

and the process probLems of impLementing reguLations (for exampLe as in 

the 13 Listed above). 

Because there are many vested interests on aLL sides: 

business (smaLL, medium, Large), aLL LeveLs of government, consumers, 

Labour, etc. the poLitics of bringing about "totaL" change have proven 

very complex in the U.S. The euphoria that existed earLy in the Carter 

administration has been quenched. It is alL very reminiscent of the 

const i tut i onal. debate in Canada, during 1980. 
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The C.F.I.B. is the successor organization to an ~g h2£ 
group caLLed The Canadian CounciL for Fair Taxation which was formed in 

the Late sixties in opposition to a federaL government White Paper on 

Taxation. The CounciL and its successor, C.F.I.B., were both organized 

by John BuLLoch, Jr. The two basic objectives of the Federation are: 

a. To promote and protect a system of free competitive 
enterprise in Canada. 

b. To give independent businessmen a greater vuice in 
Laws governing business and the nation. 

The central phiLosophy which dominates the actions of the 

C.F.I.B. is the diffusion of power in all sectors. Concentration of 

power and the proliferation of impediments to free and competitive enter 

prise are seen as the consequence of: 

c. "Man creates technology and structures to channel technology, 
but eventually they end up dominating his behaviour." 

a. Natural forces in a competitive market system which tend to 
encourage concentration of power and constraining rules and 
reguLations. 

b. A history of commerce in which carteLs, price-fixing arrange 
ments and other forms of anti-competitive behaviour have been 
commonplace. "Any businessman who is honest will telL you that 
he would prefer to see increased competition among his suppliers 
and Less competition for himself." 

The C.F.I.B. is convinced that small businessmen in Canada must be politi 

cized if they are to provide the stimulus necessary to counter the trends 

that are bringing about an increasing number of blockages to free and competi 

tive enterprise. 
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If we consider reguLation in the broadest sense, as "the 

* essentiaL function of government", then it is easy to understand why 

the C.F.I.B. finds itself constantLy monitoring and opposing proposed 

government actions. The C.F.I.B. originates from a citizens revolt; 

HartLe points out taxation and government expenditures are but two special 

cases of regulation. In this sense, then, the basic objectives of the 

C.F.I.B. can be seen as deaLing directLy with government reguLation, 

E~r ~~, even though the C.F.I.B. has tended not to differentiate between 

reguLation and paperburden, nor has it used the LabeL regulation, as such 

to describe its work. 

Organized on a federaL, eLectoraL-riding basis, its approxi 

mateLy 55,000 members (each representing a business entity) can be found 

in every community in Canada. The C.F.I.B. is the Largest, individuaL 

voting, business association in the country. 

Members are poLLed quarterLy through a ~~!iQQ~l_§:~rY~l 
regarding generaL issues affecting them. Opinions on specific LegisLation 

proposed by the federaL government are compiLed nine times a year through 

a baLLot system caLLed the ~~Q~~!~. More recentLy the C.F.I.B. has started 

to tap member opinions on a regionaL basis through ~rQYiQ£i~l_§:~rY~l~ which 
wiLL be conducted on a yearLy basis. ALL views coLlected are passed on 

directLy to each member's M.P. in Ottawa and to LegisLators in respective 

provinces. In this study we have made extensive use of data coLLected by 

C.F.I.B. in this manner. 

Since its inception the C.F.I.B. has been asking its members 

on a quarterLy basis what their most important probLem was. ConsistentLy 

"reguLation and paperburden" have ranked high on the List. In 1979 the 

C.F.LB. decided to ask their members for specific examples of "Forms and 

reguLations that bother you most?" The response was unexpectedLy Large 

and emotionaL. These "bitch Lists", as they became to be known, were 

*DougLas G. HartLe, ~~~li£_~Qli£l_Q~£i~iQQ_~~~iQg_~Q~_E~g~l~!iQD, Instttute 
for-Research on PubLic PoLïcy, 'Montreal; Quebec, 1979, p. 1. 

• 
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forwarded to every pvovinciaL government, as weLL as to Ottawa. 

," 

"We found from the responses that smaLL business 
people out there are angry and frustrated. Many 
have real probLems, others have what they perceive 
to be probLems •••• perceived problems are the more 
serious as they reflect an attitude ••• whether fair, 
Logical or not ••• governments will have to work 
hard to overcome (these perceptions)."* 

The C.F.I.B. points to the foLlowing impacts on smaLL 

business of real and perceived excesses of government regulatory 

programmes: 

a. There are enormous costs both direct and indirect. 
"Time spent doing the government's will is time 
away from operating a business, generating profits, 
creating jobs." 

c. A small businessman does not have the time or skilL to 
determine whether he is or is not subject to a myriad of 
duplicative reguLations. GOvernment officiaLs tend to adopt 
the attitude with smaLLer firms: "We know you're cheating, 
we just have to find out how." 

b. The burden of regulatory costs borne by small ~usiness 
is, reLativeLy speaking, inequitable. "Large businesses 
have the resources to meet the governmental requirements, 
which can pose formidable hurdLes for smaller firms." 

d. Regulations tend to lack a generaL logic; they are 
reactive to specific problems. "Why are ant, roach, 
spider and fly kilLers taxabLe, whiLe insect strips, 
hornet, wasp and silverfish kiLlers are exempt?" 

e. The only contact most smalL businessmen have with govern 
ment officials is when they ére being forced to do some 
thing not necessari ly in thei r own interest. "Do this or 
else" or "Do this for us in the interest of developing 
public policies!" 

* . "The Impact of Regulatory Programs and Paperwork on Small Buslness," 
Presented to The Semina~ On Regulatory Reform for the PubLic Service 
Commission of Ontario, Toronto, Ontario, October 16, 1979. 
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f. Government departments have unrestticted access to the 
small business community. The reverse is not the case. 
"Frequently a small businessman gets passed from one 
department to another receiving no answers or help, 
encountering indifferent attitudes." 

.. 

The C.F.I.B. recommends the following remedies: 

a. Put yourselves in the shoes of the people you are trying to 
access. 

b. Consult with small business before you put in a law or 
regulation that affects business. 

c. Before imposing a regulatory requirement on the public 
investigate the socio-economic impact of such a move. 
Does the cost out-weigh the benefit? 

d~ Co-ordinate uhe intormation and reporting needs of the 
various minnstries so that as few requests as possibLe 
are made for the same information. (Central computerized 
data gathering for exampLe.) 

e. Simplify and get rid of the LegaLese in the reguLations 
and forms. Don't keep asking for the same information 
year after year. 

f. Review all reporting and compliance criteria to see 
whether it is: (i) stiLL necessary, (ii) execssive, 
could be reduced in frequency, perhaps se l e c t ive re 
porting arrangements for smaLL businesses shouUd be 
cons i de red. 

g. Government should consider paying for services rendered - 
for example, the government ~ays for jury duty and retail 
saLes tax coLlection, why not for other services? Forcing 
governments to pay for services wiLL make it more vigiLant 
of how it uses that service. 

h. Consideration shouLd be given to combining federal and 
provincial inspections (e.g. federal government health 
and safety inspections are contracted to the provinces.) 
Other types of inspection could be treated in the same way. 
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i. Before modifying a reguLatory form or requirement consider the 
Learning curve invoLved for those affected. Was the change 
worth it? 

j. Is sufficient notice of reguLatory requirements being given? 
In the same vein, put severaL changes to LegisLation in one 
buLLetin instead of severaL different maiLings. 

The C.F.I.B. wouLd weLcome an intermediary advisory role 

between reguLators and smaLL business. 
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In the Spring of 1977, the Department of Industry, Trade 

and Commerce sent teams of civil servants across Canada to listen 

to the views of businessmen on how well government operated generally. 

Of the 5,000 businessmen interviewed 35 per cent indentified paperburden 

as a "major irritant." The overwhelming response to the subject of 

paperwork was negative (85 per cent) and this response was fairly 

* uniform in all regions of the country: 

1. b!E~_2f_f2mm~QiE!li2D - if the affected public were con 
sulted early enough during the program design, laws might 
be simpler and more effective. 

2. !Q~~Q~ili~i!~ - Government is sometimes insensitive to the 
problems that paperwork causes others. 

3. f2mEl~~_§2~~!Q~Q!_f2!m~ - Often businesses and citizens 
forego the benefits, services and rights to which they are 
legally entitled simply because they do not understand the 
instructions or procedures they are expected to follow. 

4. Q~~!1!EEiQg_Q!g!Qi~!!i2Q~ - Paperburden results when Laws 
issued by muLtipLe Levels of government overLap each other 
in whole or in part (e.g. building codes). 

5. Q~fiEi~Q!_~!2g!!m_Q~~igQ - Concerned with the substantive 
administration of their program, officials often neglect 
the very real negative spinoffs which a program's impLementation 
may have in terms of poor design. 

6. Q!h~!_f!~~~~ - Paperburden aLso arises where there are no 
Limitations on the authority of program administrators to 
coLLect information; no provision for modifying information 
requirements based on the capacity of businesses to respond 
(such as minimum size inter-governmentaL and inter- 
departmentaL data-sharing; few indications of the intended 

* E!E~!~~!9~D, Discussion Paper, Ministry of State for SmalL Business, 
February 2~ 1978, p.3. 
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use of information; ineffective requirements for consultation 
with respondents or other affected parties impacted by the 
government paperwork; or inadequate performance criteria 
for measuring departmental efficiency or effectiveness. 

Note that while the Paper was entitled "PaperburElen" its findings dealt 

also with economic regulation -- it was difficult to separate the two 

empirically. 

The paperwork requirements which governments imposed on 

business, identified by the study, were grouped under four categories: 

1. B~e2!!i~g - This includes the entire array of information 
gathering activities in which the government acts as requestor 
and the public as respondent. It includes statistical 
surveys of all kinds, information collected for government 
poLicy and management purposes, information collected for 
program evaluation, etc. 

2. ~ee!iE~!i2~_~~!yi£~~£_ê~~~fi!~_2!_~~~i~!~~E~ - This includes 
all forms that business or the public must compLete to obtain 
some kind of service, benefit or assistance from the government. 
It includes weLfare, medical and health benefits, veteran's 
aid, student loans, small business loans, licenses, registrations, 
permits, etc. 

3. B~E2rd:~~~ei~g_B~g~i!~~~~!~ - This covers all requirements 
described by law or regulation as binding business or the 
public to some kind of record-keeping. The records may be 
for the purpose of financial audit, compLiance with some 
regulation or rule (such as records of safety and health 
practices, etc.). 

4. B~g~!~!i2~~£_E!2£~Q~r~~_~~9_~l~!~~~ - Collectively, this refers 
to: the sum of administrative processes associated with 
individual regulations, procedures or instructions; a single 
program or a family of related programs; or an entire benefit/ 
deliv~ry system. 

The ITC study correctly pointed out that all paperwork requirements 

do not constitute a burden. Paperburden consists of information 

requirements established by government which can be judged to be 

~~Q~il burdensome and costly. A world without government paperwork 

is impossible to conceive. Paperwork is one of the fundamental ways 

-- -------------------------- 
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that government comm~nicates and interacts with the electorate. 

The Enterprise '77 study raised the expectations and 

stirred the awareness among Canadian businessmen regarding economic 

reguLation and government operations in general. Some kind of 

foLLow-up action became necessary. 
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In 1977 the B.C. government commissioned a study to measure 

the cost of compLiance with economic reguLations at aLL LeveLs of 

* government. The study, which we were not abLe to get a copy of, 

consisted of two case studies of smaLL firms and faiLed to produce 

generaLizabLe concLusions. The estimated cost of paperwork was set 

at $5,000 annuaLLy. Income Tax associated reguLations added an additionaL 

$3,000 per year. SecondLy, very important "psychoLogicaL costs" 

expressed in terms of anger, frustration, disiLLusionment, and generaL 

attitude that it is "them against us" were documented. 

reported in Part II makes us think that the B.C. estimate of 

Subsequent studies by ITC (Enterprise '77) confi rmed the 

L ** .. generaL conc usions of the B.C. research. The emplrlcaL research 

annuaL cost of paperwork is understated. Most firms in our research 

reported spending 1 to 10 hours per week on paperwork and a firm with 

20 empLoyees or more had at Least one haLf of one person's time 

taken up by government reguLations and paperwork. 

~IReview of Government Burdens Upon SèLect Business Sectors In British 
CoLumbia", Ministry of Economic DeveLopment, ~ictoria, B.C., 1977. 

** ~~~~~~~rd~~, February 2, 1978, ~~ El!. 
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In the Throne Speech of October, 1976 the federaL government 

committed itseLf to the deveLopment of means to reduce the amount of 

paperwork which was being required of business and the generaL pubLic. 

SubsequentLy, On August 4, 1977, Cabinet agreed to a SmaLL Business 

PoLicy for Canada and identified one eLement of that poLicy as a 
. * commitment to reduce exceSSlve paperwork. It was estimated that 

federaL government paperwork, to smaLL business aLone, was costing as 
** much as $3 biLLion annuaLLy. 

The Office for the Reduction of Paperburden, created by 

the Minister of State for SmaLL Business in ApriL, 1978, invoLved a 

reLativeLy modest commitment of resources -- a staff of 15, with an 

annuaL operating budget of $600,000, for a two year triaL period. 

The Office's primary purpose was to serve as a fotaL point to receive 

compLaints, suggestions, enquiries and requests for assistance from 

business and others. Perhaps its most important activity proved to 

be a wideLy pubLicized Action Line Service which smaLL business 

persons couLd caLL coLLect from anywhere in the country. The Office 

proudLy cLaimed an average turnaround time, from teLephone compLaint 

to soLution, of 5.3 working days. A singLe compLaint (case) sometimes 

took up to- 40 teLephone and person enquiries by Officers to find its 
way through the federaL bureaucratic maze to resoLution. In 75% 

of the cases, the Office was abLe to deveLop, in cooperation with 

the departments affected, a positive response. Figure 5 groups the 
*** 2260 compLaint cases deaLt with during the two years by source of probLem. 

* ~~~E~ctiv~~, Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, SmaLL 
Business Secretariat, Ottawa, 1977. 

** . ~s~~!Q~t9~D, Discussion Paper, Minister of State for SmaLL Business 
Ottawa, February, 1978. 

*** Office for the Reduction of Paperburden, Action Line/Ombudsman 
Group, 1980. 
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DEPARTMENTS NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS -------------------- x 

Fi gure 5 

Q~ê~Q~~~~_fQ~~k~!~!~_êY_Q~~~BI~~~I~ 

~E!il_1L_1ZZ~_:_~~!£~_~lL_1Z§Q 

Statistics Canada 
Customs Exci se 
Revenue Canada 
Industry, Trade & Commerce 
Provincial Governments 
Consumer/Corporate Affairs 
Supply & Services 
Employment & Immigration 
Post Off; ce 
Other Departments 

GeneraL Enquiries 

TOTAL 

642 
300 
270 
124 
96 
51 
48 
81 
14 

238 

34 
16 
14 
7 
5 
3 
3 
4 
1 
13 

1864 
396 

100 

2260 

A review of the case files revealed that complàints 

involved more than just the paperburden issue. Paperwork proved to 

be the emotionaL lightening rod of economic regulation. "Paperburden 

draws the emotionaL ire of owner-managers frustrated with costly, 

wasteful, unworkabLe, or incomprehensible inter-relationships that 

they are forced to have with government officiaLs who are perceived 

as too narrowLy specialized, having a totaL disregard for the burdens 

reguLations impose on the pubLic." 

As an individual independent business person, paperwork 

is something concrete that one can complain about. The skiLL and 
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knowledge required to fight the Law of the land and regulations is 

generally not within the experience set of owner-managers (most of whom 

employ less than 20 persons). But there is a vocal ,cluster of small 

business persons in Canada who will complain eloquently, with cause 

about paperwork required of them by Law. 

The Paperburden Office made numerous recommendations and 

suggestions to federal agencies and departments, mostly 
. * with regard to statistical forms and data gatherlng procedures. 

They were able to implement a number of changes through "personal 

persuasion, consultation, a network of like-minded public service 

change agents, giving credit to departments for changes and by doggedly 

seeing that complaints were followd through to a satisfactory ~ng." 
Specific measures dev~oped by the Office were estimated to save 

business at least $300 million per year during the two years of operation. 

The mandate of the Office for the Reduction of Paperburden 

was not renewed in March, 1980, without comment. It is possible that 

this small quasi-entrepreneurial group of civil servants succumbed 

to the pressures brought to bear by the federal bureaucracy. 

racy itself constitutes an extremely powerful interest group 

"bureauc 
" ** 

*Fact Sheet: Measures to Reduce Paperburden, Office for the Reduction of 
Paperburden, Government of Canada, Undated (1979?). 
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In February, 1979 the Premier of Nova Scotia caLLed 

together a group of approximateLy 50 citizens to address probLems 

reLating to reguLation. In an interim report the essence of the 

reguLatory probLem is cLearLy stated: 

" the reguLatory 'probLem' in Canada and Nova Scotia 
is onLy on the surface one of bad or unnecessary reguLations. 
More fundamentaLLy, the probLems of substance fLow from 
probLems of process ••• the procedure through which 
reguLations are made often faiLs to provide sufficient 
input or cLose anaLysis * .. a better process wouLd 
produce better resuLts." 

The report goes on to point out that it is onLy recentLy 

being recognized that reguLation has become one of the major tooLs of 

government: 

"ReguLation, in part by its inherent nature, in part 
by the nature of government process now in pLace tends 
to be Less visibLe. Its major costs are usuaLLy 
indirect a~~ its benefits frequentLy are taken as matters 
of faith." 

In Chapter IV a series of PrincipLes for the reguLatory 

process are Layed out. For exampLe, "better" reguLations wouLd 
*** encompass: 

*Premier's Task Force on DereguLation and Paperburden: Interim 
Report, Government of Nova Scotia, HaLifax, N.S., March, 1980, p.3. 

** . Nova Scotla Task Force Report, !êlQ, p.8. 

*** Nova Scotia Task Report, l~lQ, pp. 55-5~ While the Nova Scotia 
Task Force made recommendations for the business sector in generaL, 
the province has very few enterprises that wouLd not be considered 
sma L L. 
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1. Regulations which reflect a fuller consideration of the 
balance between real costs and benefits of regulation. 

2. Regulations which are more effective in achieving their 
purpose. 

3. Less use of regulations where other means are available 
to achieve the same end. 

4. Reduced duplication, overlap and inconsistency among 
regulations. 

5. Regulations which can be administered at a minimum cost to 
the public and to government. 

More specifically regulations should be made only after careful 

* consideration is given to the following factors: 

1. !.!:!!~!}! - What objective is the. legislation intended to 
achieve? 

2. ~11~rQ~!i~~~ - Are there other ways by which the same end 
might be achieved? 

3. f9~1:gff~£li~~.!:!~~~ - Who is affected negatively? Positively? 

4. Q~Eli£~li9Q_~QQ_Q~~rl~E - Does the proposed measure overlap 
or conflict with other regulations? 

5. ~2~iQi~!r~!i9~_~QQ_~~E~r~~rQ~Q - Can affected persons 
easily determine what regulations apply to them and how they 
can compLy? Has an attempt been made to minimize the 
number of forms, supporting documents, retention period, 
etc.? 

6. h~9~1_~~!~9ri!~ - Is the regulation authorized by the Statute 
pursuant to which it is made? Is the language used clear 
and understandable? 

* Nova Scotia Task Force Report, !ê!Q, pp. 88-89 
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It is not intended that every factor be fully documented and receive 

elaborate analysis. But every question should be posed and answered. 

The above principles may appear to be obvious and simple, 

until one recognizes that they have not been implemented in the past, 

as will become evident from the examples documented by our own research. 

The Nova Scotia study correctly implies that further extensive academic 

research on the "regulatory problem" is probabLy unneeded. Instead 

we shouLd get on with the challenge of educating, consulting and 

informing individuals on aLL sides of the regulatory process. This 

will take time and political wiLL. 



PART II - EMPIRICAL RESEARCH FINDINGS 

A. METHODOLOGY 

1. Introduction 

Small business as a classification is so diverse 

that most generalizations about its nature are open to qualifi 

cation. For exampLe, even the definition of what constitutes 

small business is often challenged.* At the same time, the total 

number of regulations that impact on small business decision makers 
. . ** 1S overwhelm1ngLy Large. As a resuLt, a highly selective research 

approach appears to be the only one feasible. Priest, ~!_~!, 

suggest that Pareto's Law probably also applies to reguations 
*** as it does to other phenomena. That is, we should try to focus 

on the 20 per cent of regul~ions that have 80 per cent of the 

totaL impact on smalL business decision makers. 

The Canadian Federation of Independent Business 

defines smaLL business as folLows: 

"A small business concern is one which is 
independently owned and managed. For Sta 
tistical and Policy making purposes, unless 

* Rein Peterson, ~~~!!_~~~iŒ~~~~ __ ~~i!2i~g_~_~~!~~£~2_~£2~2~lL 
Press Porcepic, Erin, Ontario, 1977, Chapter 4. 

** Douglas G. Hartle, ~~~!i£_~2!i£l_Q~£i~i2~_~~~i~g_~~2_~~9~i~ti2~, 
Institute for Research on Public PolicY,MontrëàL', March, 1979, p. 143. 

*~ . Ma rgot Pri est, W. T. Stanbury, and Fred Thompson, "On the Defi- 
nition of Economic Regulation", Chapter 1 in §2~~r~~~Q!_~~9~i~!i2~~ 
~f2e~L_§r2~!QL_~r2£~~~, (Edited by W. T. Stanbury), The Institute 
for Research on Public Policy, Montreal, 1980, p. 9. 
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otherwise Limited by specific regulatinns, 
a smaLL business has at most five hundred 
empLoyees."* 

That is, there is usuaLLy a singLe important decision maker (or 

a dominant coaLition) in a smaLL business, the owners who not 
onLy make the decisions but who aLso directLy accrue the 

benefits and penaLties. That is, in defining smaLL business, 

size E~I_~~, is not at issue. It is the Linking of decision 

makers with their own capitaL at risk that distinguishes smaLL 

business as a group, from empLoyee-managed firms (that are usuaLLy 

Larger) where decision making is Less individualistic and where 

the capitaL at risk is often not that of the decision makers. 

HartLe has proposed a methodology for research on 

the impact of regulations on individuaL decision makers which we 
** have adapted for our purposes -- to see how the individuals who 

owner-manage smaLL businesses are affected by economic regulation. 

For the purpose of this study, economic reguLation wilL be taken 

to include " ••• aLL types of statutory instruments under reguLatory 

statutes, including reguLations, orders, byLaws, procLamations, 

directives and warrants. The focus in this study is on economic 

regulations intended to modify economic behaviour significantLy. 

However, excLusion for the purpose of this study are revenue 
*** reguLations (taxation) and those under the Anti-Inflation Board." 

In most generaL terms, the Economic CounciL defines "Economic 

regulation, ••• (as) the imposition of ruLes intended to modify 

* Rein Peterson, QE~_fi!~, p. 62. 

** DougLas G. HartLe, QE~_fi!~, p. 143. 

*** Taken from the terms of reference of our sister study, ~Q~! 
Qf_f2~Eli~~£~_~!~2l~ __ ~~!h22Q129l_fQI_~Q~2~£!_Qf_£~~~_~!~2i~~, 
Woods, Gordon & Co., 1979, p. 11. See aLso G. Cook and Woods 
Gordon, Management ConsuLtants, Working Paper No. 13, Economic 
CounciL of Canada, January 1981. 
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economic behaviour significantLy, which are backed up by the 

authority of the state. Such ruLes typicaLLy attempt to modify 

one or more of the foLLowing: price, entry, (e.g. franchises, 

permits, Licences), rate of return, disclosure of information, 

attributes of a product or service (e.g. quality, purity, safety, 

avaiLability), methods of production (e.g. poLLution standards, 

worker heaLth and safety standards), conditions of service, and 

discrimination in empLoyment or the saLe of goods and services."* 

Most persons in the smalL business sector whom we 

consuLted and/or interviewed beLieved the above definitions to be 

somewhat narrow. They seemed to agree with Hartle who has said 

that, "Regulation, in the broadest sense, is the essentiaL function 

of government. Indeed taxation and expenditures, the other two 

principaL instrumentalities, can be thought of as special cases 
** of regulation." The small business persons were particuLarly 

aware of the paperwork burden imposed by governments. They were 

very reluctant to exclude the paperwork probLems from this study, 

especiaLLy in the case of paperwork that was directLy related to 

economic regulation (as defined by the Economic Council). 

Therefore, the approach we adopted attempts to 

focus on economic regulation (as defined by the Council), and 

paperwork, as separate entities, but, in that order of priority. 

We also chose not to cull out of our protocols all examples of 

"economic reguLation" that were not backed up by legislative sanctions 

of government. Many small businessmen saw "regulations" imposed 

by Larger companies, unions or land developers, etc. as having 

an equalLy and at times even a larger impact on their decision 

* SyLvia Ostry, ~~9~~~!i2~_~~i~I~~£~~ __ ~_eI~li~i~~Il_~~eQI!_!Q_fiI~! 
~iQi~!~I2' Economic Council of Canada, Ottawa, November, 1978, p. 15. 

** DougLas G. HartLe, Qe~_£it., p. 1. 
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making. Including these examples puts economic regulations that 

impact small business in a prpper perspective. 

2. Research Questions 

The following issues were addressed by our research~ 

a) Is small business being crushed by regulations as is 

often claimed? 

b) Which creates the greater time and/or cost burden 

for small business: reguLation or paperwork? 

c) Which level of government imposes the greatest burden 

of paperwork and/or reguLation on small business? 

d) Throughout the year, on the average, how many man 

hours does a small business spend per week on govern 

ment paperwork? 

e) Is the cost of compLiance with reguLations significant 

in relation to the total costs of a small business? 

f) How well do small business owners understand the 

objectives of the regulations that affect them? How 

aware are they of the regulations that affect them? 

how do they deal with the cost of non-compliance? 

g) How vigorously and consistently are regulations enforced 

in the small business sector? To what degree does 

voluntary compliance take place? 



i) Can one generalize about the kind of regulations that 

affect small business most? By industry? By size of 

company? By form of organization? 

h) In terms of the regulations impacting small business 

most -- who benefits and who pays? To what extent 

can small business pass on the costs of compliance? 

j) How do regulations affect small business differently 

than larger firms? 

k) What general principles, aLternatives and debunking of 

myths arise from the data? 

The in-depth interviews were conducted on ideas 

* presented in Hartle. According to Hartle the most constructive 

approach to analysing objectively the impact of economic regulations 

on individuals was one that sought to explain the underlying 

processes, and estimated the direction and magnitude of (1) the 

distributional, (2) the allocative and, (3) the growth consequences 

of decisions made in response to regulations. This is the approach 

we tried to implement through the following structured interviews: 

a) We sought out 100 owner-managed businesses, selected 

approximately equally from the Retail Trade, the 

* See Douglas G. Hartle, QE~_£i!~, in particular pages 94, and 
pp. 142-144. 



* Service Sector and The Manufacturing Sector. 

An attempt was made to include companies in the 

sample from a range of sizes (number of employees), 

number of years in business, and whether they were 

likely to be affected by economic regulations. 

b) At the beginning of the interview the general purposes 

of the study were explained. Economic regulation was 

defined and contrasted with paperwork: 

[1J Regulation [2J Paperwork 

(e.g. Laws/rules concerning 
health and safety; consumer 
protection; transportation; 
zoning/building codes; pol 
lution protection; store 
hours; labour standards; 
etc.) 

(e.g. filling our tax, statis 
tical and other forms, question 
naires or surveys required by 
all three levels of government 
such as: UIC; CPP; Statistics 
Canada; Workmen's Compensation; 
etc.) 

c) Some demographic data conforming with C.F.I.B. Survey 

categories was then recorded (see Figure 8, Part lIB). 

d) The interviewee was then asked to rank order all 

regulations that were perceived as impacting him/her 

starting with the regulation that had the greatest 

impact on his/her decision making. He/she was asked 

to be as specific as possible, presenting the interviewer 

with copies of Acts or Regulations when possible, and 

indicating whether he/she thought the regulations were 

Federal, Provincial or Municipal. 

* See Appendix A. 
by Rein or Mari 
ducted by G. G. 

Interviews number 1-13 and 100 were conducted 
Peterson. Interviews numbered 14-99 were con 
Cunningham & Associates, Toronto, Canada. 
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e) ExampLes of the impact of reguLations on the individuaL's 

smaLL business were then eLicited starting with the 

reguLation ranked 1, in the foLLowing categories: 

i) ALLOCATION EFFECTS: In which ways has the 

reguLation affected the way you have invested 

your money, your time and the time of your 

empLoyees in your business? 

ii) DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS: How has the reguLation 

affected your own, your customers' and your 

suppLiers' net incomes? 

iii) GROWTH EFFECTS: How has the reguLation affected 

your expectations about your company's future 

in your industry? That of your competitors? 

That of your suppLiers? 

f) An attempt was made to measure the impacts in the foLLowing 

four ways. In aLL exampLes it was stressed that impacts 

identified shouLd be reLative to aLternative ways of 

accompLishing similar goaLs, reLative to other indivi 

duaLs, reLative to the impact on the Canadian sociaL/ 

economic system as a whoLe: 

i) First priority was given to attempting to MEASURE 

COSTS in doLLars and cents or aLternativeLy in 

terms of per cent increases /decreases or in terms 

of positive/negative impact. 

ii) If this was not possibLe the interviewee was asked 

to suggest how ALTERNATIVE METHODS couLd be adopted 

to achieve the reguLatory objectives being examined. 



iv) Finally the interviewee was asked whether for the 

particular example of reguLatory impact, he could 

identify SMALL-LARGE FIRM DIFFERENCES. 

iii) Alternatively, the interviewee was asked to DEBUNK 

MISCONCEPTIONS that he believed to be widespread 

about how a particular regulation impacted him 

and his industry. 

g) When aLL the ranked reguLations had been discussed the 

interviewee was asked whether he had any generaL 

comments to make. 

h) Then the interviewee was asked to answer three questions 

from the C.F.I.B. Provincial Survey and one question 

from the NationaL Survey. For each multipLe choice 

answer the interviewee was asked to comment on his 

reasons. These questions were asked to gather informa 

tion that wouLd be usefuL in interpreting the statisticaL 

resuLts from Provincial and National Surveys that were 

conducted on a maiL-in basis. (See Figures 6 and 7 .) 

i) At the end of the interview the following generaL 

question was posed: In your industry when you think 

of the most important regulations, who benefits and 

who pays. 
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Figure 6 

~!Q~iQ£i~l_~~~~~l_~~~2!iQ~2 

Question 1 - Which of the following creates the greater time and/or 
cost burden for your business? (mark one) 

(1) Regulation (2) Paperwork 

(e.g. laws/rules concerning 
health and safety; consumer 
protection; transportation; 
zoning/building codes; pol 
lution protection; store hours; 
labour standards; etc.) 

Ce.g. filling out tax, statistical 
and other forms; questionnaires or 
surveys required~y all three levels 
of government such as: urc; CPP; 
Statistics Canada; Worker's 
Compensation; etc.) 

Question 2 - The paperwork (filling out forms, questionnaires, surveys) 
required by which level of government impose the greatest 
burden on your business in terms of time or money? 
(mark one) 

(1) Municipal (2) Provincial (3) Fede ra l 

Question 3 - Throughout the year, on the average, how many man hours 
(including professional and clerical time) does your 
business spend per week on government paperwork (i.e. 
filling out forms, questionnaires, surveys)? (mark one) 

(1) 1-10' hrs/wk (2) 11-20 hrs/wk (3) 21-40 hrs/wk (4) More than 
40 hrs/wk 

(General Probe: . For all three questions on the Provincial Survey - 

Ca) Are you a member of the C.F.I.B.? 
Cb) Did you receive this questionnaire from the C.F.I.B.? 
(c) Why did you make the choice you did? 
Cd) Did you answer the questionnaire any differently? 
Ce) Have your opinions changed since you answered the questionnaire~ 
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Figure 7 

This question w.as asked by the C.F.I.B. on their latest National 
Survey regarding GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS: 

How have each of the following types of government regulations 
affected your business? (mark one) 

(1) No problem (2) Minor problem (3) Major problem 

NO MINOR MAJOR 
PROBLEM PROBLEM PROBLEM 

8. Labour Standards (min. wages, hours of work, etc.) 
8. O:J [Il lE 9. Employee Health & Safety Regulations 
9. [i] œ lE 10. Zoning, Planning, Building codes 
10. OJ œ lE 11. Store Hours 
n. OJ m lE 12. Occupational or Business Licencing 
12. [il œ [3J 13. Packaging & Labelling 
13. [lJ '.2.1 [3J 14. Sales Practices (misleading advertising, unfair trade practices, etc.) 
14. /11 ,;>' [3J ~.J 15. Transportation (truck/railroad) . ., 
15. ['1 [2J [3J 16. Human Rights (race, sex, age, etc.) 
16. [ïJ if] Œl 
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The Provincial Survey is a fairly recent activity for 

the C.F.I.B. The first ones were mailed to the memb~rship of approxi 

mately 55,000 in the fall of 1979. The Surveys are identified by 

Province and ask a series of pre-coded questions on legislative activities. 

Most of the time, the questions for each Province are identical, but 

at times some questions may vary by Province depending on the politics 

of the moment. The Quebec Survey is sent out in French to C.F.I.B.'s 

French members. 

We were successful, in early 1980, in getting 3 questions 

inserted into the Provincial Surveys (questions 11, 12 and 13 -- see 

Figure 22, Appendix C). A total of 15,718 members of C.F.I.B. answered 

these questions. The answers were analysed and tabulated by special 

computer runs commissioned by this study, using the original data provided 

by C.F.I.B. (see Appendix E for an example of computer data). This 

particular survey also asked a general question. Members were asked to 

comment on, "What Provincial Government Paperwork and Regulations bother 

you the most? Please specify on the reverse side so that we can alert 

Government." This open-ended question generated many comments which 

were compiled by Province into "bitch lists" by the C.F.I.B. We were 

able to use some examples to back up and explain specific research 

results. However, the lists did not lend themselves to statistical 

analysis. 

The data was analysed (percentage responses in each 

category) by Province, Size of Company, Type of Company, Length of 

Time in Business, Area of Activity. We only reported on categories 

where definite trends were noticeable. The sample sizes for each 

category are noted in the tables and we did not include any category 

with less than 100 responses. (See Part II.C for analysis of Provincial 

Surveys. ) 
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5. C.F.I.B. NATIONAL SURVEYS ------------------------- 

National Surveys are compiled on a quarterly basis. 

They are administered by C.F.I.B. salesmen at the time of membership 

application or membership renewal. The surveys ask membets to state 

their opinion, on a pre-coded form, on current issues, as well as what 

they feel is the most important problem their business is facing at the 

time of filling out the survey (i.e. inflation, high interest rates, 

government regulations and red tape, etc.). There is room on the back 

of the survey for members to comment, though no specific question is 

posed. 

In terms of the current study, two recent National Surveys 

were of particular interest, one dealing with Government Reporting and 

~with Government Regulations, see Figures 23 and 24, Appendix B. 

We were able to combine data for two quarters (last quarter 1979 and 

first quarter 1980) for the question on Government Reporting with 

a total response rate of 15,513. Government Regulation responses 

yielded a total of 10,846 replies during the third quarter of 1980. 

We were able to get data as far back as 1975 on The 

Most Important Problem question. Responses for each group ranged 
from a low of 2,009 to a high of 27,497. All data is reported in 

percentage of answers in a particuLar category, or rank ordered. 

Individual sample sizes are listed on the tables. From a methodological 

viewpoint, it was difficult to do the trend analysis on the first 

question (Most Important Problem) because the wording changed from 

one survey to another. WhiLe we did not combine 

responses, we did group responses by simiLarity of category (see Figure 

14). For an analysis of the National Survey data, see Part 11.0. 
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6. C.F.I.B. MANDATE QUESTIONS -------------------------- 

The Mandate is a newsletter/information bulletin that 

the C.F.I.B. mails out to its members 9 times a year. It deals with 

legislative and policy issues of national concern. Each Mandate 

usually contains 4 questions that have carefully thought out and worded 

pro and con argumentsr as well as a description of the issue to be 

voted on. Members are asked to vote for, against or no opinion on each 

question. The results of the ballots for each Mandate are computer 

tabulated and included in the subsequent issue. The tabulation is done 

on a total response basis in percentage figures for each of the three 

response categories. 

Since the articles in the Mandates set the tone for 

the balloting that takes place, certain biases are bound to occur. 

Also many members may not feel quaLified to vote on some of the 

issues presented. In our analysis we were aware of these biases, 

and while we do not claim our resuLts to be "scientific", we 

believe that the questions dealing with economic regulations and 

po li cy yi e lded i nte resti ng results. These re sul, ts a re reported 

in Part II.E. For an example of the Mandate, see Appendix D. 

----------------- 
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B,. INTERVIEW DATA 

In generaL we found it difficuLt to measure aLLocation, 

net income and growth effects, etc. as envisioned in the originaL 

methodoLogy. The net costs or benefits were usuaLLy difficuLt to 

quantify preciseLy and vaLidation was not possibLe in most cases 

given the time avaiLabLe. 

The LeveL of awareness of reguLations that impacted 

was generaLLy Low. One was aLways in danger of Leading the interviewee 

to say things that were not intended. The time that wouLd have been 

required in the in-depth interviews to probe for opportunity costs, 

costs of non-compLiance and totaL cost impacts, etc. proved prohibitive. 

Because of the Limited interview sampLe of 100, mostLy in Ontario, 

it became cLear that generaLizations about the diverse smaLL business 

sector in Canada must be put forward with great caution. 

Therefore, we have resorted to presenting the perceptions 

and actions of a seLected group of smaLL business persons (see fuLL 

transcripts in Part IIIB) which couLd be used to sensitize reguLators 

and to increase the awareness of aLL concerned with regulations that 

impact the smaLL business sector. The methodoLogy we outLined could 

be used, at a cost and it wouLd take much time and effort, in seLected 

weLL-defined areas of smaLL business concern. Such areas wouLd have 

to be identified by a more macro approach. For exampLe, the Mandates, 

ProvinciaL and NationaL surveys of the C.F.I.B. couLd be used to identify 

target areas for in-depth anaLysis using our methodoLogy. By way of 

exampLe consider the foLLowing seLected specific reguLatory impacts 

which we were abLe to identify: 
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ALLocation Effect 

In a pharmacy, the owner (or a partner) must be on 
the premises at Least 45 hours a week. Otherwise, 
the store must be cLosed. The owner must own by him 
seLf (or in conjunction with other Licensed pharma 
cists) more than SO per cent of the business. 
(Interview No.1) 

Net Income Effect 

Growth Effect 

SmaLL manufacturers of eLectropLating in Ontario 
are faced with increasing reguLations which 
require considerabLe investment that can be 
recovered onLy over time. The maintenance of 
profitabLe operations has been severeLy jeopardized. 
The economics of the industry have changed and 20 
per cent of the smaLLer companies are expected to 
disappear as the industry becomes more speciaLized. 
(Interview No. 11) 

In a discout retaiL operation that depended on an after 
hours and Sunday cLienteLe, Sunday cLosing By-Laws 
and Limited opening hours on other days, resuLted in 
the Loss of an estimated $60,000 in saLes a year to 
another cLassification of store that was aLLowed to 
stay open, seLLing Like goods. (Interview No.4) 

SmaLLer companies tend to be put into a singLe Work 
men's Compensation rate category which discriminates 
against the higher portion of non-production workers 
found in smaLL as compared to Larger companies. ALso 
in smaLL companies there is a reLativeLy wider variety 
of jobs and type of skiLLs being empLoyed so it is 
difficuLt to come up with a singLe uniform cLassification 
vis-à-vis Workmen's Compensation. (Interview No.8) 
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AL ternati ves 

It was suggested that reguLations regarding 
hiring/firing couLd be more precise. For exampLe, 
if a man works for one year, a businessman wouLd have 
to give him one week of severance pay. After two years, 
say, 2 weeks are required, etc. By speLLing out a 
specific formuLa no Long, and expensive, discussions 
are needed. A good hiring decision can be made knowing 
aLL the costs right from the start. (Interview No.8) 

Government reguLations, at Least with respect to 
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, were 
seen as becoming more reasonabLy administered over 
the years. The quaLity of inspectors has improved 
and the smaLL businessman was aLLowed to conform to 
reguLations at a pace which was seen as feasibLe. 
(Interview No. 13) 

But note from the above exampLes that the costs of com 

pLiance, especiaLLy in terms of !2!~1_~~!_imE~E! wouLd require more 

detaiLed investigation over a Longer period of time for each case - 

using an approach not unLike the methodoLogy adopted by the Cost of 

CompLiance Study carried out by Woods, Gordon and Company under the 

* direction of Dr. G. Cook. 

One shouLd aLso be aLerted to the fact that most in 

terviews emphasized "the probLems of reguLation/paperburden". As 

a resuLt the transcripts put a greater emphasis on the negative 

than probabLy exists in generaL. We were aLso abLe to interview 

onLy the "survivors", those who were put out of business by economic 

reguLations (if any) couLd not be interviewed. We aLso know, from 

research especiaLLy in underdeveLoped countries, that as reguLatory 

pressure increases, smaLL business tends to go "underground" -- that 

is, form an informaL (barter) economy. To what degree this is happening 

* Woods, Gordon & Co., "Cost of CompLiance Study: The Impact of Government 
R~guLations on Business Efficency", A ProposaL to the Economic Council of 
Canada, June 12, 1979. 
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in Canada we were not able to determine. 

Some differences in emphasis were evident between 

manufacturers, retailers/distributors and service establishments 

interviewed. Many overlaps in concern existed: human rights, taxation, 

labour laws and prescribed standards. Manufacturers complained most 

about Federal paperwork. They also reported in greater depth about 

regulations in general. In the other two groups, complaints were 

approximately equaLLy divided between regulations and paperwork. 

The number of hours spent on paperwork varied directly with the size 

of firm and proved to be greatest for manufacturers. 

Figures 8 and 9 summarize the characteristics and 

the responses to specific questions asked for the interview sample. 

Labour standards, hiring laws, labour relations, workmen's com 

pensation, employee tax deductions bothered the small labour intensive 

manufacturers interviewed the most. Manufacturers were the only group 

where a significant number of firms reported that Statistics Canada 

was a major nuisance to them. (Three of the service sector firms 

mentioned Statistics Canada as a minor irritant.) 

The retailers interviewed were relatively less concerned 

with regulations than was first expected, given the debate in the 

C.F.I.B. Mandates. Paperburden effects received most attention when 

In the service sector, constructbn appears to be the 

most regulated. Permits, licenses, union rules, Labour Relations 

Act, BuiLding Codes, By-Laws, etc. make the "free enterprise" oriented 

construction company owners the most vocal group that was interviewed. 
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Fi gu e 8 

!Q!~!:~i~~.;.~~!!!El~ 
(100 Small Businesses) 

C. F. 1. B. (%) * Canadian ** 
Manufact. (%) ------------- 

1. Type of Business Activity 

Manufacturing 
RetaiLer/Distributor 
Se rvi ce 

26 
32 
42 

17 
46 
37 

2. Number of EmpLoyees 

1 to 4 
5 to 11 

15 to 99 
100 and over 

28 
34 
31 
7 

31 
] 54 

15 

3. Number of Years in Business 

1 to 2 
3 to 10 
11 and over 

7 
48 
45 

18 
38 
44 

4. Form of Organization 

Corporation 
Other 

95 
5 

65 
35 

73 
27 

5. Unionized 

Yes 
No 

7 
93 

6. Member of C.F.I.B. 

Yes 
No 

16 
84 

7. Person Interviewed 

Owner 
Senior Manager 

87 
13 

* Mandate No. 41, May, 1976 (Canadian Federation of Independent Business). 

** Rein Peterson, ~!!!~11_ê~~iQ~~~~ __ ê~i19iQg_~_ê~1~Q£~2_S£QQ2!!!l, QE~_£i!~ 
Chapter 4. 
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the retailer was small and ran a one-man operation. In general, 

paperburden complaints (regardless of industry) declined as one 

interviewed individuals more junior in an organization. 

The relatively small sample of 100 companies interviewed 

yielded a wide variety of different regulations and Acts that were 

seen as impacting on small business in both positive and negative 

ways. Because of the vast number of specific concerns detailed, it 

is hard to generalize, except to say that concerns with regulations 

were not limited to specific industries. Although it became clear 

that paperburden and regulatory problems and benefits are industry 

specific, depending on the size of business impacted and vary from 

Province to Province, municipality to municipality -- dependent on 

the type and form of government being practiced. 

The tone of the interviews indicates that small business 

does not necessarily disagree with regulation, E~! se. Strong feelings 

exist that many regulations (and attendant paperwork) are poorly 

administered, inconsistent or administered by too many levels of 

government. Frustration with paperwork stemmed mostly from tax related 

items such as employee deductions, severance pay, Provincial Sales Tax, 

Federal Sales Tax, and excise taxes, all of which require many hours 

of form fiLling and directly impact net income. 

The regulations that frustrated the people interviewed 

in our sample the most were ones where many jurisdictions intersected. 

This was most evident in the construction and manufacturing areas. 

Many of the smaLL businessmen were not aware of the difference between 

economic regulations and paperwork that impacted them, and would often 

quote the paperwork related tax items as regulations. 

The theme recurring most often related to their frustration 

of having to pay taxes on their own accounts receivable, while not 
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getting paid interest on overdue government accounts. Similarly, 

the customs and exise tax procedures or many other tax structures 

where refunds could be expected, were seen as treating the business 

man unfairly. 

The people who were most aware of regulations were those 

that had to appear before various regulatory boards. Most often these 

businessmen had copies of the various regulations that affected them 

on hand in their office. They had learned a lot about dealing with 

governments. 

We claim no statistical significance for the themes 

exerpted beLow. They are presented here to give the flavour of the 

content of interviews that dealt with complaints. We have also included 

a small number of "comments" that were handwritten on the back of 

C.F.I.B. Provincial Surveys. The detailed transcripts of the 100 
interviews are presented in Part lIlA. 

a) How, In General Terms, Do Small Businessmen Perceive 
And React To Regulations: 

i) "I look at this business of compLying with regu 
Lations quite rationally. It depends on what the 
regulation is very much. I'm not interested in doing 
something iLLegal or doing anything unsafe. Where 
the consequence is simply that compLying with a regu 
lation wi lL deLay getting something done Hen I wi lL 
go ahead without approval and take my chances. Simi 
LarLy when a reguLation is stupid, I will make them 
force me to c0mply. They are very inconsistent in 
their enforcement of regulations so it's better to wait 
them out." (Owner - Interview No.4) 
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ii)" seemed to understand the regulations that 
he was aware of, but he suggested that there 
were probably others that he didn't realize affected 
him. He said he did not comply with some regulations 
to do with building permits and had made changes to 
the warehouse without permits. His reason for this 
decision was the bureaucracy and the slow reaction 
of the people involved with giving permits although 
additional costs were minimal." (Interviewer comment - 
Interview No. 15) 

iii) "The owner displayed a good knowledge of regulations 
affecting his business. He felt that regulations with 
the major impact on real estate were beneficial. He 
said that like most businessmen he disagreed with 
government reoolations in general, but felt that he was 
quite capable of both living with them and expanding 
his business within the regulations." (Interviewer 
comment - Interview No. 23) 

iv) "He did not know if he was complying with all of the 
regulations as it was impossible to know what all the 
regulations were due to the volume in his occupation. 
He felt that some of the regulations should exist, 
but that they should be managed in a more efficient 
manner by using instant permits and some deadline 
on processing the documents at the municipal level." 
(Interviewer comment - Interview No. 16) 

v) 'This small business owner set up programs which are 
charged out to various individuals (and organizations) 
to inform them of the details of regulations. Most 
customers were non-profit associations, any costs in 
this regard are passed on to members or individuals 
who participate in the association or at seminars. New 
regulations are causing this owner to expand the scope 
of his company to provide educational details " 
(Interviewer comment - Interview No. 15) 

"Larger firms have more problems because the regulations 
are compounded in their size, whereas a small firm is 
more flexible in dealing with the details. There 
should be more communication from government sectors 
to the specific companies to inform them what was expected 
of them as I'm sure many companies just don't know." 
(Owner - Interview No. 15) 
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vi) "If a small manufacturer gets caught disposing wastes 
iLLegalLy there are substantiaL fines involved. I 
don't think they wouLd be shut down. Rather they 
would be fined something like $1,000 a day. The 
enforcement of the law is really very lax. It is 
also very hard to police everyone. I don't want you 
to think that aLL our customers behave iLlegally. But, 
I recall one company, which has since gone out of 
business, had a certain waste that should not have 
been put down the sewer drain. It had a 2,000 gaLLon 
waste tank, and they Left open the vaLve and Let the 
materiaL trickLe out during the night. Such quantities 
cannot be detected." (Owner - Interview No.6) 

vii) "In our industry (fibreglass reinforced plastic 
production) we find a terrible discrepancy between 
the enforcement of preventative safety measures such 
as fire prevention, environmental air requirements, 
and occupational safety and health measures in the 
cities (i.e. Calgary, Edmonton, etc.) and in the 
small towns and villages in the Province. City 
enforcement in the big metro centres is aLmost to the 
point of being repressive, while our country cousin 
competitors are operating in unsafe environments at 
low overhead which creates unreal competition for 
the manufacturers Located in the bigger centres. 
The enforcement of these laws should be uniform and 
REALISTIC for alL." (Owner - C.F.I.B. Provincial 
Survey (Alberta) Comment) 

viii) In the end, in most cases, the consumer pays for all 
those regulations. Overall, reguLations often depress 
our profits as contractors. The smalL guy suffers 
more because he doesn't have the resources or the power 
to fi ght back." (Owne r - Inte rvi ew No.9) 

ix) lOWe have to have regulations although industry is 
capabLe of policing itself. We are also kept in line 
by the competitive element. My big concern is what 
do regulations do for my business? As a resuLt of 
reguLations, we are faced with the cost of a growing 
civil service, many hours spent by industry, the 
consumption of paperwork and the doLLars expensed in 
wages." (Owner - Interview No. 22) 
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x) "If government is going to regulate they must be 
prepared to enforce regulations. It is the double 
standard which inconsistencies create that is 
my major criticism." (Owner - Interview No. 59) 

xi) "If regulations were suscint, and totally enforced, 
you could live with them. But there is so much 
uncertainty and inconsistency. They should also be 
much more aware of the relative impacts of regulation 
effects on large and small firms which also differs 
by type of industry." (Owner - Interview No.8) 

b) The Language Of Regulation Is written By Non-Business 
Specialists Without Consultation With Businessmen Involved. 
Language Is OFten Vague, Hard To Comprehend And Open to 
Unintended Interpretation. 

i) "When you do need a ruling from government officials, 
it is impossible to get a quick answer, and once you 
do receive a reply, you need a further opinion to 
interpret the ruling. Regulations do not seem to be 
updated. Some regulations use obsolete language. 
For example, they refer to 'engraving'. This is an 
item which was common in manufacturing in the early 
1900's but in today's language this is interpreted 
as lithographic film, but they do not use this term 
in their regulations." (Owner - Interview No. 22) 

ii) "On ne nous consulte pas. Le gouvernement passe 
toujours des lois pour nous ecoeurer nous les employeurs 
••••• fI (Owner - C.F.I.B. Provincial Survey (Quebec) 
Comment) 

iii) "Les règlements si Le Language de la paperasserie 
gouvernmentale est tellement vague que, je dois 
payer le comptable pour le faire." (Owner - C.F.I.B. 
Provinclal Survey (Quebec) Comment) 

i v) "I I m a restauranter. Therefore I have to be inspected 
periodicaLly by health inspectors. The provincial 
government has adopted a set of rules. These reguLations 
were passed and adopted without any consultation 
with the food industry in the province. The threat 
of government reguLations hangs over our head. They 
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are not fuLLy enforcing these reguations but can 
at any time. (Owner - C.F.I.B. ProvinciaL Survey 
(Nova Scotia) Comment) 

v) "The company accepted that there had to be reguLations 
in this regard but objected strongLy to 'the vagueness 
of the reguLations, the cumbersome enforcement 
mechanisms and the extreme cost in both money and 
time in compLying'." (Interviewer comment - Interview 
No.7) 

"Vagueness and Lack of specific detaiL in various 
tariff items. Any mistake in pLacing the item under 
the wrong tariff can resuLt in substantiaLLy greater 
duty than need be the case - exampLe - custom broker 
makes slight error in tariff code resuLting in sub 
stantiaL overpayment of duty. IncredibLe hassLe, and 
up to six months to obtain a refund." 

"SimiLar items have sLightLy different classifications, 
e.g. description under 'fish' - preserved or kept 
is one tariff item withro mention of "frezen", 
Numerous arguments, hours of haggling, letters and 
counter-letters to obtain lower duties. Officials 
seem as unclear of the regulations as the businessmen, 
and we have had instances where a higher duty has 
been paid merely to get the parcel cleared and refunds 
arranged afterwards." (Owner - Interview No.7) 

vi) "The problem wi.th most reguLations is that they are 
very general and do not deal with contingencies - 
the exception to the rule. Many regulations are made 
from personal experience and are either too narrow 
or too general. If I'm in charge of making regulations 
to cover how one should cross a road, and I have never 
seen a 100 foot wide road, then how would I allow 
for i t, or would I?" (Owner - Interview No. 100) 
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c) Regulators Have A Narrow Sense Of Mission And In Their 
Interpretation Of Vague Regulations Do Not Understand 
Business Concerns And Needs. This Becomes Most Noticeable 
To Small Businessmen In Their Contacts With Government 
Inspectors, Enforcement Agencies, Etc. 

i) " ••• the refusal to deaL section (of the Combines 
Investigations Act) is incorrectLy interpreted by 
most peopLe ••• manufacturers cannot refuse to deaL 
with anyone who purchase their products. Company 
saLesmen who work fuLL-time on a commission basis 
(purchase) directLy from suppLiers products, re 
invoicing on <their) own, in addition to seLLing on 
a commission basis for the company. Many saLes 
peopLe were going out on their own, working out of 
the basement of their homes, glvlng poor service, 
which reflects very badLy on the industry as a whoLe." 

"The growth of the company has been Limited. If this 
section (of the Act) did not exist, we wouLd have 
invested in more saLes staff and my saLes wouLd have 
doubLed which wouLd have resuLted in profits of another 
$100,000 before taxes. The smaLL competitors are pro 
tected by this Act, but, the Act gives the suppLiers 
an excuse to seLL to everyone, not onLy to the pro 
fessionaLs in the fieLd." (Owner - Interview No. 14) 

i i ) "ce n'est pas une question d'argent ou de temps, 
c'est une question de 'raison d'être'. C'est Le 
prétexte qi est utiLisé pour exiger des entrepreneurs 
une information qui no sempLe pas service 'correct~ment' 
a qui que ce soit ••• et j'y incLut 'l'index ou cout de 
La vie!'" (Owner - C.F.I.B. ProvinciaL Survey (Quebec) 
Comment) 

iii)" (I) was taLking about things beyond their ken •••• 
they had LittLe sophistication in business ••• no 
understanding of marketing, suppLy and demand, management 
etc. • •• This board was a bunch of Lay peopLe (as 
it shouLd be) but they had no business experience 
to judge my case." (Owner - Interview No. 100) 
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iv) "Safety officials were reported to be going 'beyond 
the spirit of the Act.' Officials required safety 
committees to continue to meet, even though the 
company found it difficult to get any meaningful 
input. The letter of the Law provides for staff 
committees. He suggested that too many of the 
regulations were a case of overkill and were being 
complied with reluctantLy in 9 out of 10 companies 
(interviewees estimate)." (Interviewer comment - 
Interview No. 24) 

v) "He did not disagree with the basic regulations, but 
he seriously objected to the method of administering 
them and their interpretation by bureaucrats. He 
instalLed a one-compartment sink with the approval of 
an inspector. At a future date, another inspector 
showed up and made him change to a three-compartment 
sink and the regulations had not changed from one time 
to the other. The cost of the new instaLLation was 
$1,700. 'This sort of thing happens on many occasions, 
especialLy relating to staff washrooms.' One of 
his cafeterias was in a department store, and his staff 
was using one of the department store's washrooms. 
This was alright until a new inspector arrived on the 
scene and made them build separate washrooms for the 
male and female personnel at a cost of some $10,000." 
(Interviewer comment - In~erview No. 67) 

vi) "Labour inspectors (safety) don't know a hammer from 
a hydraulic machine -- cushy government jobs •••• 
Sending 5 statements to 5 different addresses to 
coLLect a government bill, and no interest allowed on 
120 day accounts and so on into the night ••.• 
tell them they own another business to f*** in the 
way they have done with everything else they touch 
(Owner - C.F.I.B. Provincial Survey (Saskatchewan) comment) 

vii) "He spoke out strongLy against the bureaucrats who 
administer or manage the reguLations, especially in 
the building departments of the municipal offices. 
In his opinion, most of these people are hired because 
they can't make it anywhere else." (Interviewer 
comment - Interview No. 16) 
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d) The Problem With Regulattons Is One of Overlap Between 
Jurisdictions That Waste Time And Money Without Reason. 

i) "The owner took particuLar offence to 'ludicrous 
interference to ensure compLiance with satisfactory 
working conditions by inept officials.' 'My working 
conditions were developed on a European norm and are 
way in excess of what in fact is required in North 
America.' NevertheLess, he feLt he was subjected to 
time-wasting repetitive checking from departments 
who obviously were not passing on the information 
gathered from year to year, or from officiaL to 
officiaL." (Interviewer comment - Interview No. 
36) 

ii) "The regulations themselves are not unreasonable, but 
the attitude of the inspectors Leaves very much to be 
desired. I find myseLf invoLved on behalf of cLients 
in laborious time wasting in pushing through various 
departments masses of information for very minor 
aLterations. If I don't foLLow the rules, I am in 
danger of being ordered to puLL everything down. 
There must be some method of streamLining the system. 
I estimate a time cost here wouLd be in the order of 
$4,000 to $5',000 per year." (Owner - Interview No. 
66) 

iii)" our problem was that whoever cuts (wood) has to 
have Lands and Forests (Provincial/Nova Scotia) approval, 
but they do not agree with the seLective cutting 
technique, BliT the Canadian Forest Service (Federal) 
likes selective cutting and they also have jurisdiction 
over us.... Eventually we got permission to cut 
selectively, but the whole process took 3 years. 
(Owner - Interview No. 100) 

iv)" a family room plus enlarging a kitchen ($35,000 
job) took five weeks to obtain a permit. The various 
municipalities have their own rules and regulations 
even though there is an Ontario building code which 
should govern everything." (Owner - Interview No. 16) 

v) "We have 2 Federal inspections a year. It probably 
takes 2 or 3 days of my pLant manager's time. Then we 
have quarterly inspections ••• a day and a half per 
inspection, •••• We aLso have the MunicipaL Health 
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Department coming in about every 30. days for a fairly 
quick, general check. In our case they are in and 
out constantly (approximately 18 inspections a year) • 
••. I'd say they could cut it down to 10 in total. 
It costs us now about $100 a day, there may be some 
disruption to the operation at another, say, $100. 

" (Owner - Interview No. 12) 

vi) "The store is located on a main arterial road which has 
been the subject of continual dispute between the City 
of Toronto and the boroughs as to whether it should be 
widened or not. The storekeepers on the strip 'do not 
know from day to day which level of government is 
going to vary the arrangement. No sooner do we win 
one battle, than another level of government takes it 
to yet a third, e.g. North York appealed to the Ontario 
Municipal Board' ••••• unnecessary regulations, 
essentially the result of 'politicians playing games'. 
He felt there was far too much government and far 
too many levels of government. 'Either roads are a 
municipal matter or they are a provincial matter, but 
they should not be both.' He felt that very little 
concern had been given to how these nonsensical affairs 
affect often the life and blood and the commerce of 
an area." (Interviewer comment - Interivew No. 43) 

vii) "Development Permits before one can start a project 
or industry must be received from - Department of 
Development; Department of Municipal Affairs; 
Department of Health; Department of Highways; 
Department of Environment. Why must one go to SO 
many different departments of government -- why 
not one body particularly when a change in application 
by one body necéssitates re-applying to the other 
departments. Then any change by the Municipal government 
involved also necëssitates re-approval by government 
departments. It's too frustrating." (Owner - C.F.I.B. 
Provincial Survey (Nova Scotia) comment) 
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e) Small Businessmen Often Do Not Manage Their Interactions, 
Nor Do They Put Enough Time Into Interactions, Nor Do 
They Get Enough Expert Advice In Interacting With Regu 
latory or Government Agencies. 

i)" I wanted to generate our own power and we got 
shafted (by a regulatory agency) and they won the 
day at that point. But I reapplied ••• did my homework 
••• I appealed. Sure I had to submit briefs and 
substantiating evidence, but I won the argument ••• " 
(Owner - Interview No. 100) 

i i)" We requested a lower tax rate because under the 
Act we were eligible ••• Maybe I was a bit flamboyant 
in my (first) presentation ••• they turned us down 
flat. Well I figured I had failed to get my story 
across, ••• so I waited 18 months, put in a lot of 
time and effort and went back to the same body again 
and this time was accommodated." (Owner - Interview 
No. 100) 

iii) "We just don't do government business, period. Most 
government purchasing goes to large companies. There 
may be small firm benefits as a ripple effect, but, 
that's all. Recently I wrote them regarding some export 
business and all I got back was a list of forms to 
fill out and a suggestion to contact their Local 
D.S.S. office •••• I prefer to deal with the private 
sector, with Larger companies. They are more business 
Like. They have purchasing agents and other experts 
who can evaluate your work. At D.S.S. you mostly have 
only bureaucrats." (Owner - Interview No.8) 

iv) "The Act limits rent increases to a maximum of 7% 
per year which in the generaL manager's view causes 
substantial monetary losses, especially during in 
flationary environmental times. The interviewee 
spelLed out the difficulty in obtaining rent review 
increases above 6% and in many instances in the past 
he had decided merely to accept a 6% raise rather than 
go through the tremendous hassle and substantial cost 
(between $2,000 and $3,000 in time, bookkeeping, 
accounting fees and cost of speciaLists, etc.) to 
pursue a single rent review application. The general 
manager felt that the attitude of the rent review officers 
was that they were protecting abuse on the part of 
landlords like himself. (Interviewer comment - Interview 
No. 17) 
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f) ReguLations Are Forcing SmaLL Businessmen to DeLimit 
Their Expansion or Take Action That Is SuboptimaL. 

i) "The company found it difficuLt to keep up-to-date 
with the various reguLations that appLied to them, 
and in fact they found it most difficuLt to interpret 
the various buLLetins •••• After opening offices in 
Vancouver and New Brunswick, the senior partner feLt 
that they wouLd not get invoLved in opening more 
offices. 'because it's not worth the hassle of deaLing 
with the various authorities to get estabLished.' He 
feLt that 'the indirect costs are stress, heaLth 
probLems, dampening of spirit and reduction in the 
chaLLenge of Life that is created by the reguLations 
that are ever expanding'." (Interviewer comment - 
Interview No. 53) 

ii)" critical of the lack of qualified people in the 
printing business. Government reg~lations should 
be established to provide an apprentice program 
similar to that for mechanics, mill rights or industrial 
electricians •••• during the first two years of employ 
ment, young workers almost act in an observational 
capacity while learning their skiLls. The company 
has had to overcome the lack of apprenticeships by 
hiring European tradesmen and thus we have been depriving 
young Canadians of developing careers in the printing 
industry." (Owner - Interview No. 94) 

iii)" the cost impact especially of rent reviews and 
the bureaucracy of buiLding codes, etc. (involved) 
direct costs as well as an indirect impact on growth 
by way of reduction of incentives for further in 
vestment. I suggest an abolishment of rent review and 
a substantial review of the landlord and tenant act. 
I don't see why there has to be involvement at city, 
municipal and provlncial levels on often the same 
item -- essentially far too much government." 
(Owner - Interview No. 17) 

iv) "The standard contractual agreements of the Canadian 
Construction Association or the Canadian Construction 
Documents Committee, are very much slanted towards 
protecting the designers from negli9,ence lawsuits. 
The contractor is made responsible for checking out 
aLL designs, and to make them work." 
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"Every once in a whiLe they revise these contracts, 
they are now extending the warranty period from 1 
to 6 years. The contractor's LiabiLity is becoming 
unreasonabLe •••• The engineering and architect 
associations are aLL pushing for the warranties 
because then they are protected even more. We recentLy 
invested $2,000 to $3,000 in tendering a job. We won 
the contract and we passed up the job. The consumer 
is better protected under these contracts because someone 
is made responsibLe. Most consumers expect this individ 
uaL to be the designer, I beLieve, but as things now 
stand it is the contractor, and we are not in the 
design business." (Owner - Interview No.9) 

v) "Ci que me tr-acasse Le pLus, c'est la prolificité 
des lois et règlements governmentaux. On rhythme 
dont nous muLtiplions, les nouveaux Lois et amendements, 
les foctionnaires gouvernementaux seraient Les seuls 
à voir Le contrôLe de ces lois. L'entreprise privée 
ne pourrait plus suivre tous ces chambardements. 
(Owner - C.F.I.B. ProvinciaL (Quebec) Survey Comment) 

vi) "My cl ients have stopped investing as a result of the 
rent legisLation which has pLaced a Limitation on the 
growth of my business. I bLame the complexity of the 
legisLation and the unreasonable amount of detail 
required by the bureaucracy to consider rent increase 
appLications. I estimate that the time spent on rent 
reviews costs my company $5,000 to $6,000 a year." 
(Owner - Interview No. 41) 

vii)" regulations by non-compLiance •••• as opposed to a 
CO$t of compLiance. A few years ago, the fire 
department requested us to instaLL a Ladder on the roof 
which wouLd have cost several hundred dolLars. We 
simpLy ignored the reguLation. Because of the lack 
of follow-up, we saved funds which wouLd have otherwise 
been expended. Other similar requests have been made 
which in our opinion were excessive or impracticaL, 
and once again there has been no folLow-up. (It 
shouLd be noted that they have met all the standards 
required by the fire insurance company." (Owner 
Intervi ew No. 94) 
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g) Regulations Can Limit The Net Income Of Small Business. 
It Is Sometimes Difficult To Pass On Compliance Costs. 

i) "Legislation affecting his industry prevented a 
passthrough of real costs to tenants. The only 
alternatives open to him involved the lowering of 
maintenance standards causing decay of buildings, 
and the worsening of the living environment of tenants. 
Most of his buildings were run at an operating loss, 
with the capital appreciation over the long term being 
the only justification for staying in business." 
(Interviewer comments - Interview No. 35) 

ii) "Larger firms have special support staff to deal with 
the bureaucracy and in fact due to the volume of their 
operations probably get to know them personally and 
are able to obtain permits faster. In addition, 
the larger firms are also geared to the long-term 
of one or two years and not the immediate requirements 
of his smaLL operation." (Interviewer synthesis - 
Interview No. 16) 

iii)" restrictions in advertising for tenants (e.'g. 
for adult buildings) forced him to accept undesirables 
which created monetary losses through damages done to 
the rental property and through non-payment of rents." 
(Interviewer comments - Interview No. 17) 

iv) "He suggested that a national building code be developed 
to allow a uniform code so that any builder could build 
anywhere in Canada and be governed by the same 
regulations instead of the current situation where 
each municipality had its own thing. He indicated 
that the Ontario code would be fine if in fact it was 
worked. He also suggested that the instant permit would 
alleviate a lot of the problems for the small con 
tracting jobs. (Interviewer comments - Interivew No. 
16) 
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C. C.F.I.B. PROVINCIAL SURVEYS 

According to the C.F.I.B. Provincial surveyS, members 

clearly reported that paperwork constituted a greater burden than 

regulation (see Figures 10 , 11, and 12). Note that on the Provincial 

survey forms paperwork and regulation were defined by giving specific 

examples. Paperwork was reported as the greatest burden by New Brunswick 

members in the manufacturing and processing industry (95.7%) and the 

least by B.C. members in the service sector (71.6%). However, in our 

in-depth interviews (reported in Part II.B) when the same question 

was asked it became clear that many small business persons really 

did not distinguish between economic regulations and paperwork as 

intended. Therefore, the clearcut greater burden of paperwork 

reported on in the Provincial survey data is very likely overstated, 

to an unknown extent. 

The Federal government was seen as requiring the 

paperwork which imposed the greatest burden in all provinces, ~~£~e! 
~~~Q~£. Smaller companies tended to be impacted more by provincial 

paperwork than the larger (see Figure 13). The in-depth interview 

data confirmed the predominance of federal paperwork in Ontario. 

Much of this paperburden was reported as being created by tax forms 

that have to be filLed out. The major regulations that a smaLLer 

small business is forced to compLy with are probabLy associated with 

taxation, a resuLt also found in the NationaL Survey data. Perhaps 

the speciaL arrangements between Quebec and the federaL government 

in the area of taxation, expLain the greater provinciaL burden 

reported by Quebec members. 

Most C.F.I.B. members reported that they spent from 

1-10 hours per week on paperwork. This result was confirmed by the 

interview data. The onLy trend noticeabLe in the data was that as 

the number of empLoyees increased in a business, so did the number 

of hours that company spent on paperwork. 
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Fi gure 10 

Service 

Greater 
Burden Paperwork/Time Average Hours 

Regu- Paper- Costs Come From Per Week 
Provi nce n lation work Muni c. Provo Fed. 1-10 11-20 21+ 
-------- ------ ------ ------ ----- 

B.C. 907 28.4 71.6 4.5 21.7 73.8 87.3 8.7 4.0 

ALberta 934 22.7 77.3 2.5 15.3 82.2 85.7 7.4 6.9 

Sask. 406 20.8 79.2 0.4 35.4 64.2 86.5 6.2 7.3 

Manitoba 329 21.6 78.4 1.9 25.5 72.6 89.2 6.8 4.0 

Onta ri 0 3491 23.4 76.6 2.8 31.7 65.5 88.8 6.8 4.4 

Quebec 724 23.8 76.2 78.7 21.3 83.9 13.2 2.9 

N. B. 167 14.9 €V 20.1 79.9 8 6.3 1.8 

N. s. 193 20.7 79.3 0.5 16.5 83.0 87.3 8.5 4.2 

P. E. 1. 34 15.1 84.9 15.5 €V 88.0 12.0 

NfLd. 82 24.5 75.5 1.8 17.3 81.4 80.9 12.8 6.3 
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Figure 11 

RetaiL and WhoLesaLe -------------------- 

:Greater 
Burden Paperwork/Time Average Hours 

Regu- Paper- Costs Come From Per Week 
Province n Lation work Muni c. Provo Fed. 1-10 11-20 21+ 
-------- ------ 

B. C. 652 20.2 79.8 0.3 25.1 74.6 90.5 6.2 3.3 

ALberta 467 17.1 82.9 0.4 17.4 82.2 Q 6.9 1.4 

Sask. 403 20.0 80.0 41.7 58.3 87.0 9.3 3.7 

Manitoba 288 19.5 80.5 24.6 75.4 88.6 7.3 4.1 

Ontario 2362 17.7 82.3 0.8 35.6 63.6 88.9 8.3 2.8 

Quebec 720 19.0 81.0 0.6 79.2 20.2 88.5 9.6 1.9 

N. B. 135 16.3 83.7 25.1 74.9 88.6 7.6 3.8 

N. S. 196 16.3 83.7 0.5 21.5 78.0 85.3 9.4 5.3 

P. E. I. 26 11.5 88.5 15.38 88.1 11.9 

8 NfLd. 83 11.3 1.2 23.1 75.7 89.2 7.2 3.6 
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Fi.gure 12 

Greater 
Burden Paperwork/Time Average Hours 

Regu- Pape r- Costs Come From Per Week 
Province n Lation work Munie. Provo Fed. 1-10 11-20 21+ -------- ------ ------ 

B. C. 394 22.9 77.1 0.5 16.9 82.6 8 7.3 2.7 

ALberta 375 17.9 82.1 0.5 9.4 90.1 86.4 6.8 6.8 
r>. 

Sask. 224 15.4 \ 84.6) 33.2 66.8 88.6 7.8 3.6 
,---" (9 Manitoba 148 22.4 77.6 15.8 88.9 6.2 4.9 

Ontario 1456 17.9 82.1 0.6 17.9 81.5 87.2 9.2 3.6 

Quebec 367 21.6 78.4 57.0 43.0 87.4 9.9 2.7 

N. B. 48* 4.3 95.7 8.3 91.7 83.4 10.4 6.2 

N. S. 79* 16.6 83.4 6.5 93.5 82.4 12.6 5.0 

P. E. I. 11 * 100.0 100.0 72.9 18.1 9.0 

NfLd. 17* 13.7 86.3 6.4 26.2 67.4 87.8 6.1 6.1 

*N's In these Provinces are too Low to be considered significant. 
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Figure13 

~~~e~!_2f_s~e12l~~~ 

Greater Burden Pape rworklTi me Average Hours 
No. of Regu- Paper- Costs Come From Per Week 

Provo n. _S!!!e.!_ lation vJork Munie. Provo Fed. 1-10 11-20 21+ ------ ----- 
B.C. 566 1-4 20.1 79.9 3.0 29.8 67.2 93.9 4.4 1.7 

811 5-14 24.5 75.5 2.3 21.3 76.4 91.5 5.7 2.8 
520 15-99 29.8 70.2 1.7 15.6 82.7 81.9 13.4 4.7 
56 100+ 23.2 76.8 1.7 9.0 89.3 65.5 12.7 21.8 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ALTA. 474 1-4 16.3 83.7 1.2 18.7 80.1 93.0 4.6 2.4 

747 5-14 19.0 81.0 1.9 15.3 82.8 90.6 6.4 3.0 
474 15-99 25.0 75.0 1.4 10.2 88.4 82.8 10.5 7.1 
83 100+ 25.6 74.4 11.1 88.9 54.2 10.1 35.7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SASK. 357 1-4 16.6 83.4 0.5 43.6 55.9 90.2 6.0 3.8 

428 5-14 20.2 79.8 35.9 64.1 87.7 8.0 4.3 
214 15-99 21.9 78.1 31.0 69.0 82.1 9.4 8.5 
16 100+ 26.5 73.5 14.8 85.2 67.0 19.8 13.2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MAN. 230 1-4 15.4 84.6 0.8 33.9 65.3 94.8 3.9 1.3 

311 5-14 21.0 79.0 0.6 21.3 78.1 89.0 6.8 4.2 
205 15-99 26.2 73.8 0.9 16.6 83.4 84.9 9.6 5.5 
19 100+ 31.5 68.5 15.7 84.3 55.8 16.5 27.7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ONT. 2101 1-4 17.9 82.1 2.6 37.8 59.6 94.5 3.4 2.1 

3000 5-14 18.8 81.2 1.4 30.8 67.8 90.3 7.2 2.5 
1958 15-99 24.2 75.8 1.3 22.7 76.0 83.3 11.1 5.6 
250 100+ 31.1 68.9 0.4 19.7 79.9 .60.1 24.2 15.7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
QUE. 609 1-4 20.1 79.9 0.3 82.2 17.5 93.5 5.7 0.8 

646 5-14 18.0 82.0 0.3 78.2 21.5 87.9 10.9 1.2 
494 15-99 27.4 72.6 0.2 62.7 37.1 80.6 15.2 4.2 
62 100+ 23.2 76.8 55.8 44.2 50.1 31.6 18.3 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N~B. 78 1-4 9.2 90.8 22.8 77.2 94.8 5.2 

131 57'"14 14.2 85.8 23.1 76.9 94.4 4.0 1.6 
124 15-99 13.2 86.8 16.9 83.1 85.0 10.0 5.0 
17 100+ 41.1 58.9 11.7 88.3 58.9 23.5 17.6 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N.S. 107 1-4 16.5 83.5 0.9 19.8 79.3 90.4 6.7 2.9 

182 5-~4 16.1 83.9 0.5 16.4 83.1 88.1 8.6 3.3 
163 15-99 21.3 78.7 15.9 84.1 82.0 11.2 6.8 
16 100+ 18.7 81.3 12.5 87.5 60.3 26.5 13.2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
P.E.I. 8 1-4 - 100 12.5 87.5 100.0 

40 5-14 10.0 90.0 12.8 87.2 89.6 10.4 
23 15-99 18.0 82.0 13.5 86.5 74.0 21.7 4.3 

100+ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NFLD. 37 1-4 9.4 96.0 2.9 20.9 76.2 94.4 2.8 2.8 

70 5-14 16.6 83.4 1.5 20.6 77.9 86.7 7.4 5.9 
62 15-99 19.6 80.4 20.5 79.5 80.5 14.7 4.8 
13 100+ 33.0 67.0 7.6 23.0 69.4 75.3 16.5 8.2 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-~- 
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D. C.F.LB. NATIONAL SURVEYS 

Since 1975 the C.F.I.B. has polled its membership, 

at membership renewal time, as to what is perceived to be the single 

most important business problem. The preselected list of candidate 

problems has always included one on "government regulations and 

paperwork". The two issues have always been presented together. 

As evident from Figure 14, the relative importance of the regulatory 

and paperwork problem has declined in importance since 1976 when it 

ranked number 1, I~h~!iY~_!2_2!h~r_~~~i~~~~_Qr2~1~~~. The regulatory 

and paperwork burden has always ranked among the top 5 concerns, 

although "inflation" and the "quaLity of labour", along with 

"financing" in recent years, have tended to rank higher as the most 

important business problems. 

The importance of regulation and paperwork varies 

from province to province and from industry to industry as is 

evident from Figures 15 and 16. C.F.I.B. members in Saskatchewan, 

Quebec, New Brunswick and Newfoundland perceive regulation and 

paperwork as more of a problem than the aggregate totals reported 

in Figure 14, whiLe in Nova Scotia, C.F.I.B. members saw other 

concerns as much more important. In particular, Quebec members 

seem to consistently report different perceptions. 

When the data is analyzed by industry, regulation and 

paperwork was ranked most often as the most important problem in 

the mining industry and least often as such in the manufacturing 

and processing industry. Although the difference in size of the 

sampLes in these two categories couLd render such a conclusion 

invaLid. Nevertheless, clear industry differences are evident in the 

data (see Figure 16). 
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Figure 14 

NATIONAL SURVEY - MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM TRENDS -----------------------~----------------------- 

"What is the Single Most Impor 
tant Problem Your Business is 
Facing Today? (Mark One Only)" 
-C.F.I.B. National Survey, 

2a. Government Regulations and 
Paperwork Burden 

b. Other Government Regulations, 
Red Tape 

c. Government Regulations and 
Paperwork 

d. Government Regulations, Red 
Tape, Paperwork 

3a. Availability of Funds 
b. Financing, Interest Rates 
c. Financing 
d. High Interest Rates 

4a. Unfair Competition from Large 
Bus i ness 

b. Competition from Big Business 
and/or Government 

c. Competition from Big Business 

Sa. Cost of Labour 
b. Cost of Labour, Minimum Wage 

Laws 
c. Labour Standards (Minimum Wages 

Hours of Work, etc.) 
c. High Wage Rates 
d. High Wage Rates, Minimum Wage 

6a. Inflation 

7a. Taxes 
b. Taxes, Including Tax Returns 
c. Total Tax Burden 
d. Total Taxation 

8a. Slow Sales, Lack of Business 
b. Business Slower than Normal 

9a. Other 

10a. Shortage of Management Knowhow 
(Skills) 

3 2 

I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 1-011'-1 0-1010 
I ~ I I'- I I'- I 00 I I'- I 00 I 00 
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I Ul or 0-1 Ul orl Ul orl Ul or 01 Ul ..sI Ul 0-1 Ul 00 
I ID 01 ID • ~I ID • ~ ID ~ ID • ... ID • ... ID • , 
1°,- • 010,- +-' 0010,- +-' -010,- • 0010,- +-' 1'-1°,- +-' 0010,- +-' a 
1'- UNI '- 0.001'- o.NI'- U orl '- o.NI'- o.orl'- o.or Se lected Years I ID ID III ID ID III ID ID III ID ID III ID ID III ID ID III ID ID II 

-----------------------------------~~-e-ft~-~-ft~-~-ft~-g-ft~-~-~t~-~-ft~-~-~ 
1a. Qual ity of Labour b 2 ! 
b. Availability of Competent Help ~ 3 2 I 
c. Shortage of Skilled Help. Em- 18 

ployee Attitude to Work ! 17.8 
d. Shortage of Qualified Labour 

4 

3 
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S 2 

x 

4 
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4 
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Figure 15 

~OST I~PORTANT PROBLEM BY PROVINCE -~-------------------------------- I 
"0 ~ I 
COl 

I I I I I I ra C I' 
I I I I I I --J I 
Ira I I I I I 1/)" I 

° 'or' I' I ! HO I What 1S the most important 1..0 I I I I I 0 I 

problem your business is !~ ! ~ ! I ~ ra! ~ ! ~: : 
facin today? (Mark one). 10 ! 3: I I 3: or I ra I 3: ra I 

lu I I(]) I II/) ~ 1-' I"OL I The second most?(r~ark one). I NI If'Il .c o- ra 1"')1 ('(')1 COI "0 I UJ ~ "01 
IL 0.1 ra...;l"1 u COl ..0 N 0...;1"1 ~I::J N U Ll"\1 C ~I (])I 4th Quarter, 1979 and 1st I I/) 1"')1 ~ 1'-1 ~~I 0 ~I or -CI U 0.1 L.....;I"I CI) 01 ::J 1'-1 (]) I/) "01 
I or ~I L.. ~I ra ~I ~ COI L.. 1'-1 (]) ~I CD NI ...;1"' 0 ~I U I/) ::JI Quarter 1980 CFIB I ~ I (]) '~I 'ra'..o' ra I '+- I C (])-" 
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, I 
1 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 4 I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

(Rounded Averages)* 

1. High wage rates, 1st 
2nd minimum wages 

2. Competition from 
big business 

1st 
2nd 

3. e 
4 4 

Shortage of 
Qualified labour 

1st 
2nd 

3 3 3 3 

4. Business slower 
than normal 

1 st 
2nd 

4 4 3 

5. @ 
1 3 

5 @ 
4 

@@ 
3 4 
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3 '1 4 

Financing 1st 
2nd 

2 
3 
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2 
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2 
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3 
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2 2 

2 
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3 7. Total Tax 

Burden 
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2nd 6 3 
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Management Know- 2nd 
how (Sk ills) 
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10. 
2 
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I 

Other 1st 
2nd 

4 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* Circled figures represent percentage of respondents ranking a category of 
most important problem as first or second and could read as rank 1 for that 
category. 
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Fi gure 16 

MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM BY INDUSTRY • ~ 
(/) 

LU (Rou~ded Averages)* . I 
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Industry differences were also evident when members 

were asked what federal government paperwork affected them most 

(see Figure 17). This was particularly evident in the wholesale 

and financial, real estate sectors. Federal employee deductions were 

seen as a major burden by all industry sectors. Statistics Canada 

ranked as the most important burden in 6 of the 11 industry sectors 

i dent i fi ed. 

When analyzed by size of firm the federal government 

paperburden varied in importance in Figure 18. The smallest firms, 

with less than 10 employees, in Figure 18 reported Statistics 

Canada as less of a burden than larger firms, where it ranked as 

the number one concern. The less than 10 employee firms were more 

concerned about filling out income tax forms and employee deduction 

forms. The larger firms saw record of employment and unemployment 

insurance as a greater burden. 

At the provincial and municipal level labour 

standards and workmen's compensation ranked consistently high as 

burdens along with retail sales tax when applicable (see Figure 19 ). 

At our request the C.F.I.B. included in its 1980 

NationaL Survey a specific question on government regulations as 

shown in Figure 20. Previously, as already mentioned, paperwork 

had aLways been combined with regulation in questions posed. 

In general, the response to this question was reported by C.F.I.B. 
* salesmen to be Low. The majority of members saw the specific 

regulations as "no problem". This response may be a confirmation of 

our previous conclusion that most smalL business persons find it 

difficuLt to relate meaningfulLy to questions dealing with "economic 

reguLations" or, alternativeLy, in generaL, the actual impact of 

regulations is reLatively low on most smaLL businessmen. 

*All National Surveys are filled out by C~F.I.B. salesmen. 
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Figure 17 
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FIGURE 18 
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Fi gure 19 
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Figure 20 

~OUR MEMBERS' OPINIONS' 
CANADIANFEDE"ATIDNDF NATIONAL SURVEY I 
INDEPENDENT aUelNEBS 

Our Members' Opinions IS a very powerful communication tool. A computerized summary is presented 
regularly to the media and to federal and provincial governments. Your opinions remain confidential. We 
encourage you to discuss these Current Issues with your business associates. If you wish to comment 
further, space is provided on the back of this form. 

BUSINESS INFORMATION 
1. How many employees do you have Ifull or part-time including yourself)? 

11) 1·4 121 5·9 131 10·14 141 15-49 IS) 50·99 161 100 and over 
2. How long have you been in business? 

111 less than 2 years (2) 2-4 years (31 5-10 years (41 over 10 years 
3 What is the form of your business organization? 

111 Proprietorship 121 Partnership (31 Corporation (4) Other 

4. Which ONE activity provides the greatest amount of your gross income? 
11) Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing (2) Mining, oil and natural gas 
131 Construction (4) Manufacturing & Processing 
15) Transportation & Public Utilities (6) Wholesale Trade 
(7) Retail Trade (8) Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 
(9) Services (10) Other, not classified in one of above 

5. Where is your business located? IMark one) 
IZ) N.W.T. IY) Yukon 
IS) Sask. 1M) Man. 
IW) N.B. (V) N.S. 

lB) B.C. 
(0) Ont. 
(P) P.E.I. 

(A) Alta. 
(Q) Que. 
IN) Nfld. 

(Questions 1 10 5 must be answered 10 allow computer processing) 

CF -19 
ISSuE NO 9 

I INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer each question 
carefully. Check answer in pencil or ink. 

I 
11 ŒJI1l[2J@]@][§J 

I 2 ŒJillw@] 
I 

:3 ŒJ PROPRIETORSHIP I1l PARTNERSHIP 

I rn CORPORATION I!l OTHER 

14 CD AGRICULTURE. ETC. ~i. MINING. OIL AND GAS 

I [I. CONSTRUCTION .. MANUFACTURING 

[1" TRANSPORTATION. ETC. r~ WHOLESALE 

[?J RETAIL :a FINANCE. ETC. 

T SERVICES 1Q NON·CLASSIFIABLE 

I 5 [Il N.W.T. 
I ŒJ SASK. 

lB N.B. 

Œ'J YUKON [ID B.C. 
~ MAN [QI ONT. 

IYl N.S ~ PEL 

~ ALTA. 
I§: QUE 

~ NFLD. 

MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM 

6. What is the most important problem your business is facing today? IMark one) 
7. The second most important? IMark one) 

11) High wage rates 
(2) Competition from big business 
(3) Shortage of qualified labour 
(4) Business slower than normal 
(51 High interest rates 
(6) Availability of financing 
(7) Inflation 
lB) Total tax burden 
(9) Government regulation, red tape, paperwork 
(10) Other I Please specify) 

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS * 
How have each of the following types of government regulations affected your business? 
IMark one) 

(1) No problem (2) Minor problem (3) Major problem 

B. Labour Standards (min. wages, hours of work, etc.) 
9. Employee Health & Safety Regulations 
10. Zoning, Planning, Building codes 
11. Store Hours 
12. Occupational or Business Licencing 
13. Packaging & Labelling 
14. Sales Practices (misfeading advertising, unfair trade practices, etc.) 
15. Transportation Itruck/railroad) 
16. Human Rights Irace, sex, age, etc.) 

*N = 10,846. 
INTEREST RATES 

17 What effect have high interest rates had on your business? (Mark one) 
11) A reduction in normal borrowing 
(2) Curtailment of expansion plans 
(3) A reduction in profits 
(4) No significant effect 
15) Do not know or other 
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In Figure 21 we analyzed the regulation question by 

industry sector. As we found in our other data clear differences 

were again evident. 
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E. C.F.I.B. MANDATE SURVEYS 

More than three quarters of the Mandate questions 

posed by C~F.I.B. to its membership since early 1972, have dealt 

with economic regulation, in the stricter sense of the definition 

used by the E.C.C. Regulation Reference research, " ••• intended 

specifically to modify the economic behaviour of individuals in 

the private sector."* Paperburden as a Mandate question, by com 

parison, has been asked infrequentLy. ALthough the paperburden issue 

seems to have drawn and focussed a Lot of the emotionaL frustration 

experienced by smaLL business persons caught in the more diverse 

regulatory debate. 

Fi gure 

A Classification of the Ten Most Strongly 
Expressed Opinions in Each of the Three Types 
of Economic Issues Detailed in Section E. 2 --------------------------------------------- 

~~9~l~!i2Q~r-E~~~!£~!9~Qr---I~~~~--ï--I2!~l-- 
I I I 
I I I 

6 I 1 I 3 I 10 
I I I 

-----------~------------~----------~--------- I I I 
I I I 
I 1 I 2 I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

-----------t------------t----------t----------I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
: 0 : 3 : 10 I 
I I I I 
I I I I ___________ L L L , 

1 • ALLocation of 
OJ Resources 
::::J 
U1 
U1 
H 

'+- 2. Di st ributi on of 
0 Net Income 
OJ 
a. 
>- 
I- 

3. Expectations Re 
Future,Growth 

7 10 

7 

* SyLvia Ostry, Op. Cit., p. 15. 
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The regulatory issues surrounding U.I.C. have been 

the most frequent bases for Mandate questions asked by the C.F.I.B. 

The highest level of agreement on any Mandate question, 96 per cent 

of those polled, occurred in December, 1978. C.F.I.B. members 

overwhelmingly agreed that amendments were needed to the Unemployment 

Insurance Act to " ••• curb numerous abuses, provide incentives to 

work, and cut overall costs by more than $1 billion without unduly 

penalizing those areas where jobs are scarcest." The fight for 

bringing about changes in this Act started in March, 1972: 

" The simple fact is that the new unemployment 
insurance scheme is not based on actuarial princi 
pals ••• claimants are victims of ridiculous red tape 
and delays; employers find they must compete with 
the new benefits by offering infLationary wage in 
creases in order to lure the unemployed back to work 
••• we will all pay the price ••• through increased 
contributions by employeres and empoyers, or by 
substantially higher taxes."* 

The Mandate questions posed to the membership over this period 

reflected three periods of activity: 

1. ~~~~l_l~l~ - Fighting Against Loosening of Eligibility 

Requirements and Increasing Benefits Regulations. 

2. 1~Z~_:_1~Z2 - Influencing Changes In the Unemployment 

Insurance Act. 

3. 1~Z2_=-1~§Q - Influencing the Tightening of Eligibility, 

Benefit Regulations. 

Three generaL underlying themes can be identified 

in Mandate Questions. There are high (unmeasurable) costs, both 

--------------------------------------------------- 

* John A. Cross, C.A .• , "Unemp loyment Fund - The Impossib le Dream", 
~~Q2~!~, No.4, March 1972, P. 3. 
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direct and indirect, associated with reguLations and paperburden. 

The time spent on doing the Government's wiLL is time taken away 

from the owner-manager who is singLe-handedLy trying to operate 

a business. 

SecondLy, the burden of reguLatory costs on smaLL 

business is inequitabLe. Economic reguLation imposes costs and 

requirements that larger companies have the resources to meet, 

but which impose formidabLe hurdLes for smaLLer firms. 

ThirdLy, many reguLations tend to overLap, be dupLicative, 

and the smaLL business person does not have the time to anaLyze 

whether he is subject to any specific regulation or not, or what 

reguLations he is subject to. In particuLar the taxation system 

is often singLed out for criticism. 

a. Allocation of Resources Questions --------------------------------- 

i. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST A MANDATORY SECRET BALLOT 
80TH FOR CONTRACT RATIFICATION AND FOR STRIKF VOTES? 
(Mandate No. 43, Question 3, November, 1976.) 

~!9~~~Q!~f2! making a secret ballot mandatory - 
A secret baLLot is an essential element of the 
democratic process. It would help prevent mani 
puLation and intimidation by miLitant minorities. 
The pubLic's interest justifies regulation to en 
sure the secrecy of the ballot. (94% agreed) 
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ii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST AMENDING PROVINCIAL AND 
FEDERAL LABOUR LAWS SO AS TO MAKE IT ILLEGAL 
TO REQUIRE UNION MEMBERSHIP AS A CONDITION OF 
EMPLOYMENT? (Mandate No. 58, Question 1, May, 
1978.) 

~E9~~~Œ!~_foI making obligatory union member- 
ship ilLegaL -- Workers would have the right to 
work without being obligated to union officials. 
Confrontations between labour and management 
would be reduced. Wages would be subject to a 
greater extent to the forces of suppLy and demand. 
It would be easier for Canadian industry to compete 
with the southern U.S. states where compulsory 
union membership is iLLegaL. (92% agreed) 

Are you for or against amending provincial and 
federal labour laws so as to make all forms of 
compuLsory union membership illegal? (Mandate 
No. 18, Question 1, November, 1973.) (87.1% 
agreed) 

Are you for or against BiLL C-253 giving the 
Labour ReLations Board discretion to include in 
bargaining unit employees whose duties include 
supervlslon of other employees? (Mandate No. 
2, Question 1, January, 1972.) (84% disagreed) 
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iii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST BILL C-253 (AMENDMENTS TO CANADA LABOUR 
CODE- CERTIFICATION) (Mandate No.3, Question 3, February, 1972.) 

~!g~m~Q!~_~g~iQ~! certification -- The new certification 
procedures will encourage an increase in the organizing 
efforts of unions. A militant minority of employees can more 
easily bring in a union against the wishes of a passive 
majority. (87% disagreed) 

iv. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST THE SECTION OF QUEBEC'S BILL 45 
DEALING WITH PICKETING? (Mandate No. 52, Question 4, 
November, 1977.) 

~!g~m~Q!~_~g~iQ~! this section of Bill 45 -- The Bill 
denies the employee's fundamental right to work. 
Businesses with limited supervisory personnel will be 
hardest hit if they are struck. (87% disagreed) 

Are you for or against Bill C-253 (Amendments to Canada 
Labour Code - Picketing provisions). (Mandate No.2, 
Question 2, January, 1972.) (86% agreed) 

v. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST A TAX INCENTIVE TO ENCOURAGE 
EMPLOYEES OF CANADIAN BUSINESSES TO ACQUIRE THE SHARES OF 
THEIR COMPANY? (Mandate No. 11, Question 4, January, 1973.) 

~!g~m~Q!~_f~! a tax incentive -- An incentive would reduce 
the sale of businesses to foreigners and encourage re 
patriation of foreign subsidiaries. It would encourage 
continuity of management and growth of the private sector 
of the economy. (86% agreed) 

vi. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST COMPULSORY RETIREMENT BASED ON 
AGE? (Mandate No. 60, Question 2, October, 1978.) 

~!g~m~Q!~_~9~iQ~! compuLsory retirment based on age 
An individual's capacity to work effectively does not 
depend on age. The number of young people entering the 
labour force will decline dramatically in the future. 
(86% disagreed) 
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Are you for or against the normal retirement age? 
(Mandate No. 48, Question 1, April 1977.) (77% disagreed) 

vii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST GIVING THE TAXPAYER A CHOICE OF OPTIONS 
FOR REINVESTING RRSP FUNDS AT AGE 71? (Mandate No. 45, 
Question 4, January, 1977.) 

~!g~~~~!~_1~! reinvesting RRSP funds at age 71 -- The tax 
payer could obtain a higher rate of return by having a choice 
of investment options. (85% agreed) 

~!9~~~Œ!~_i2I Bill C-371 -- Information supplied to government 
is of limited use to small business. Filling out non-essential 
forms should be voluntary. (80% agreed) 

viii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST BILL C-371, AN ACT TO AMEND THE STATISTICS 
ACT? (Mandate No. 33, Question 4, May, 1975.) 

ix. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST GIVING UNPAID EMPLOYEES PRIORITY OVER 
SECURED CREDITORS IN BANKRUPTCIES? (Mandate No. 66, Question 
2, Ap ri l, 1979.) 

~I9~~~Q!~_i2I giving unpaid employees priority over secured 
creditors in bankruptcies -- Employees are entitled to their 
wages. They cannot continue to rely on the "good will" 
of financial institutions. Liability for directors could 
stifle new venture formation or close firms prematurely. 
(79% agreed) 

x. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST AN AMENDMENT TO THE INCOME TAX ACT 
WHICH WOULD PERMIT AN OWNER OF AN UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS 
ENTERPRISE TO DEDUCT A RESONABLE SALARY FOR A WORKING SPOUSE? 
(Mandate No. 28, Question No.1, December, 1974.) 

~[g~m~Qt~_fQ[ allowing deduction of reasonable salary for a 
working spouse -- For income tax purposes, the salary paid 
to the spouse, could not be more than the fair market value 
of the work performed. Present law treats a married woman 
as a second class citizen. A proprietor could hire a mistress 
and claim her as a deduction -- but couldn't do the same if 
he married her. Many smalL businessmen do not want to incur 
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the cost and paperwork burden of incorporation. Because 
of the low average earnings of business proprietorships 
and farmers, the splitting of income between husband and 
wife wouLd not resuLt in any significant loss of tax 
revenue. (76% agreed) 

1. Note: The laws and regulations invoLving Unemployment In 
~~rance have been the most frequently poLled issues 
in the C.F.I.B. Mandates since their inception. We have 
grouped the questions voted upon, chronoLogicalLy, into three 
periods, during which the substance of the balLots changed 
in response to changing government initiatives. 

~~!i29_1: September 1972 - October 1972 (Fighting Against 
Loosening ELigibility, Benefit Regulations) 

a) ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST THE NEW EXPANDED UNEMPLOYMENT 
INSURANCE BENEFITS? (Mandate No.8, Question 1, 
October, 1972.) 

~r9~~~Q!~_~9~iQ~! the new expanded unemployment insurance 
benefits -- Increased benefits result in increased costs 
to employers. The new plan with its increased benefits 
provides a greater opportunity for claimants to misuse 
the plan. Workers may be tempted to exploit loopholes 
rather than work. (89/~ disagreed) 

b) Are you for or against the 1971 amendments to the Unemploy 
ment Insurance Act regarding the waiting period for 
claimants? (Mandate No.7, Question No.3, September, 1972.) 
(74% di sag reed) 
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c) Are you for or against the 1971 amendments to the 
Unemployment Insurance Act regarding eligibility for 
receiving benefits? (Mandate No.7, Question 2, 
September, 1972.) (89% disagreed) 

~~~i29_~: November 1972 - February 1975 (Influencing U.I.C. 
Reconsideration) 

~~9~~~~!~_i2~ amending Bill C-125 -- The bill would 
prevent a person from taking a job only in order to quit 
to collect unemployment insurance. It would prevent 
employees from receiving unemployment insurance benefits 
after deliberately acting in a manner that would ensure 
their dismissal. Not only would it save taxpayers money 
in reducing the amount of benefits paid, but it would 
tend to increase the number of available workers badLy 
needed by many businesses. (95% agreed) 

d) ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST BILL C-125, THE BILL TO AMEND 
THE UNEMPLOYMENT ACT? (Mandate No. 13, Question 1, 
March, 1973.) 

e) Are you for or against a poLicy requiring recipients of 
unempLoyment insurance to accept any job offered them 
or face Loss of their benefits? (Mandate No.9, Question 
3, November, 1972.) (87% agreed) 

f) Are you for or against the approach to integrating man 
power programs and unemployment insurance programs now 
in use in Germany? (Mandate No. 30, Question 2, February, 
1975.) (87% agreed) 

~~~i29_~~ December 1978 - January 1980 (InfLuencing the 
Tightening of ELigibility, Benefit ReguLations) 

g) ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST THE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT 
INSURANCE ACT? (Mandate No. 62, Question 1, December, 1978.) 

~~g~~~~!~_f2~ amendments to the UnempLoyment Insurance 
Act -- The BiLL will curb numerous abuses, provide in 
centives to work, and cut overall costs by ~ore than $1 
biLLion without unduLy penaLizing those areas where 
jobs a re scarcest. (96% agreed) 

Note: The 96% vote of agreement is the highest ever 
recorded on a Mandate ballot. 
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h) Are you for or against exempting workers who voluntarily 
quit their jobs or who are fired for misconduct from 
receiving unemployment insurance (UI) benefits? (Mandate 
No. 70, Question No.1, November, 1979.) (78% agreed) 

i) Are you for or against the Unemployment Insurance Commission 
requiring compulsory reporting by employers on new hirings 
to catch UIC cheaters? (Mandate No. 71, Question 1, 
Decembe r, 1979.) (77% agreed) 

j) Are you for or against ralslng the employer and employee 
contributions to cover a larger portion of the cost of 
the program? (Mandate No. 72, Question 3, January, 1980.) 
(72% di sagreed) 

ii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST THE RIGHT TO STRIKE IN THE PUBLIC 
SECTOR? (Mandate No. 55, Question 1, February, 1978.) 

~r9~~~Q!~_~9~iQ~! the right to strike in the public 
sector -- Because government services are often mono 
polies, the public can suffer irreparable economic damage 
during a strike. Governments in Canada have yielded to 
inflationary wage demands that have set a pattern for 
all workers. (95% disagreed) 

Should the right to strike in essential services be replaced 
by a form of compulsory arbitration? (Mandate No.4, 
Question 1, March, 1972.) (92% agreed) 

iii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST GOVERNMENTS BEING REQUIRED TO PAY AN 
INTEREST PENALTY ON LATE PAYMENTS OF THEIR OUTSTANDING 
ACCOUNTS? (Mandate No. 69, Question 2, October, 1979.) 

~r9~~~Q!~_i2r governments being required to pay an interest 
penalty on Late payments of their outstanding accounts - 
Governments should be setting an example of good business 
practice by paying on time. It would provide an incentive 
to improve the payment pattern of governments. Late payment 
can create financing probLems for business and effect adverseLy 
their credit rating. (87% agreed) 
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iv. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST BELL CANADA CHARGING FOR.LOCAL CALLS? 
(Mandate No. 72, Question 1, January, 1980) 

~!9~~~Œ!~_~g~i~~! Bell Canada charging for local calls -- 
The cost of the new ~quipment would be borne by all customers. 
Some households and businesses would face higher costs for 
telephone service. It is easier for businesses to plan 
expenses with a flat rate. Businesses would still pay higher 
than household rates for telephone service. (85% disagreed) 

~ ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST SMALL'·.BUSINESSES BEING REQUIRED TO 
GRANT AN UNPAID PREGNANCY LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO FEMALE EM 
PLOYEES WHO HAVE WORKED FOR THE FIRM FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR? 
(Mandate No. 19, Question 4, December, 1973.) 

~!9~~~Q!~_~9~i~~! the granting of an unpaid pregnancy leave 
of absence -- .It is most difficult to hire an employee 
when she cannot be guaranteed a permanent position since 
her job will no Longer exist when the pregnant empLoyee 
returns to work. The 12 or 17 week period is a Long gap 
particuLarLy hard to fiLL with t~mporary employees.· This 
can result in added cost and can prove to be difficult in the 
case of both skilLed and unskilled employees. The small 
businessman is not as likely to have a pool of employees to 
absorb the duties of the em~Loyee on leave. If the empLoyee 
is a capable person she should always be able to ~et a job 
somewhere else. (80% disagreed) 

vi- ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST A TEMPORARY FREEZE ON GOVERNMENT 
. BUDGETS? (Mandate No. 64, Question 1, February, 1979.) 

~E9~~~Q!~_i2E a temporary freeze on government budgets - 
Any attempts to finance the public sector through higher 
taxation would increase the costs of goods and services. 
But "printing money" or borrowing to cover our deficits 
can also result in additional inflation. (74% agreed) 

Are you for or against the federal government's program 
of economic restraing? (Mandate No. 36, Question 1~ 
January, 1876.) (76% agreed) 
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vii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST TWO LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT COLLECTING 
CORPORATE INCOME TAXES? (Mandate No. 55, Question 3, February, 
1978.) 

~!E~~~Q!~_~E~iQ~! two levels of government collecting corporation 
taxes -- Business faces additional costs for recordkeeping and 
professional services. Provincial governments build larger 
bureaucracies. (76% disagreed) 

viii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST INDEXING AS A WAY OF CUSHIONING THE 
EFFECTS OF INFLATION? (Mandate No. 56, Question 3, March, 
1978.) 

~!g~~~Q!~_~g~iQ~! indexing -- Indexing deals with the effects 
of inflation, not the causes, and tends to perpetuate inflation. 
(74% disagreed) 

ix. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST BILL C-229, AN ACT TO AMEND THE CANADA 
LABOUR CODE? (Mandate No. 2~, Question 3, May, 1974.) 

~!9~~~Q!~_~g~iQ~! amending Bill C-229 -- Unless all juris 
dictions were to adopt such a policy, businesses in the affected 
areas would be operating at a competitive labour cost dis 
advantage of 2 per cent. Business already faces heavy demands 
for labour cost increases from staff concerned with keeping 
pace with the cost of living. Business must become more produc 
tive and not be faced with the costs of longer vacation~ with 

. pay. (70% disagreed) 

x. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST INDEXING THE MINIMUM WAGE? (Mandate No. 
48, Question 2, April, 1977.) 

~!9~~~Q!~_~9~iQ~! indexing the mlnlmum wage -- Indexing makes 
it easy to live with inflation. It adds another burden to 
management. Canadian minimums are already higher than in the U.S. 
Governments should be working to reduce inflation. (70% disagreed) 
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ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST THE IMPOSITION OF A PROVINCIAL GIFT 
TAX ON THE TRANSFER OF ASSETS BETWEEN SPOUSES? (Mandate 
No.6, Question 2, May, 1972.) 

~!9~m!D!!_~g~iQ!! imposition of a provincial gift tax on 
the transfer of assets between spouses -- The imposition of 
this tax is an artificial barrier that can be circumvented 
by tax prepLanning. Wives are an integral part of the famiLy 
economic unit and are entitled to the fruits of the joint 
efforts of husband and wi fe. (93% di sagreed) 

ii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST AN AMENDMENT TO THE FEDERAL INCOME 
TAX ACT THAT WOULD ALLOW A ROLLOVER OF CAPITAL GAINS TAX 
FROM AN OWNER OF A SMALL BUSINESS TO HIS CHILDREN DURING HIS 
LIFETIME OR DEATH? (Mandate No. 15, Question 4, May, 1973.) 

~!9~m!Q!!_iQ! roLlover of capitaL gains tax to children -- 
A capital gains tax imposed on death when combined with present 
succession duties imposes a heavy tax burden and often forces 
the saLe of an independent business. Reduced death taxes 
would encourage the development of famiLy-owned businesses 
and reduce the sellout of these businesses to large cor 
porations. (89% agreed) 

iii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST CANADA UNILATERALLY EXTENDING ITS 
FISHERIES CONTROL ZONE TO 200 MILES? (Mandate No. 35, Question 
1, October, 1975.) 

~!9~m!D!!_fQ! Canada uniLateralLy extending its fisheries 
controL zone to 200 miles -- Such a move is ne~essary to 
stop overfishing by huge foreign fLeets. Size of catches have 
fallen and conservation of fish stocks is required to prevent 
elimination of some major species. International quotas 
cannot be adequately supervised and enforced. Jobs for 
Canadians would be preserved. (80% agreed) 
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iv. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST BILL C-253 - (AMENDMENTS TO THE 
CANADA LABOUR CODE - TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE PROVISIONS)? 
(Ma~date No.1, Question 3, December, 1971 (?).) 

~£g~~~~!~_~9~~21 BiLL C-253 -- Provision wiLL retard 
technoLogicaL change, and make the economy uncompetitive, 
increase confLict and make management subject to potentiaL 
bLackmaiL. Provisions unecessary as there is no bar to the 
negotiations of provisions providing for severance pay, inter 
pLant transfer, retraining programs and other benefits designed 
to Lessen impact of technoLogicaL change. (79% disagreed) 

v. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST MAKING THE POST OFFICE A CROWN 
CORPORATION? (Mandate No. 50, Question 1, September, 1977.) 

~£g~~~~!~_f2£ making the post office a crown corporation - 
Management wouLd have more freedom and fLexibiLity to hire 
and Layoff staff, negotiate Labour contracts, design postaL 
faciLities, choose the method of transporting maiL, and 
compete with private courier services.* (79% agreed) 

vi. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST GOVERNMENT USING A TAX ON ADVERTISING 
AS A SOURCE OF REVENUE? (Mandate No. 69, Question 4, October, 
1979. ) 

~£g~~~~!~_~g~i!:~~! governments using a tax on advertising 
as a sburce of revenue -- The new cost of media taxation wiLL 
be passed on to consumers in the Long run. SmaLLer newspapers 
and radio stations wilL suffer through decreased advertising 
revenue and additional paperwork. (73% disagreed) 

* Small business is relatively more dependent than Large business on 
mail services for deaLing with its customers and suppliers. The 
alternative of using courier services adds a significant cost to 
their operations. Unexpected interruption~ in maiL services have 
the potentiaL of bankrupting a smaLL firm. 

------------------------------------------------------------~---- --- 
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vii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST METRIC CONVERSION IN CANADA? (Mandate 
No. 25, Question 4, September, 1974.) 

~r9~~~Œ!~_i2r metric conversion in Canada -- World trade would 
be simplified if all partners were to use the metric system. 
The metric system is easy to learn. The Canadian monetary 
system is metric, as are scientific measures. Large corporations 
regard metric conversion as inevitable and are in a position 
to impose the changeover on smaller suppliers. (72% agreed) 

viii. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST LEGISLATION WHICH REQUIRES BILINGUAL 
LABELLING ON PREPACKAGED PRODUCTS? (Mandate No. 30, Question 
3, February, 1975.) 

~r9~~~Q!~_~g~iQ~! legislation which requires bilingual labelling 
on prepackaged products - Foreign manufacturers may not wish 
to relabel products in a bilingual manner and the costs would 
have to be borne by the Canadian importer. Many firms depend 
on imported products in order to compete with large domestic 
producers and may lose vaLuabLe sources of suppLy or find their 
increased costs place them at a competitive disadvantage. 
It wouLd be difficuLt to avoid cLuttering packages. ALso, 
some manufacturers in the areas where one Language is predominant 
do not see the need for duaL LabeLLing and are wiLLing to risk 
Loss of saLes which might resuLt from singLe LabeLLing. 
(69% disagreed) 

ix. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST GIVING DISCOUNTS TO CUSTOMERS WHO PAY 
CASH RATHER THAN USE CREDIT CARDS? (Mandate No. 29, Question 1, 
January, 1975.) 

~Eg~~~Q!~_i2r giving discounts to customers who pay cash 
rather than use credit cards -- It is unfair to prevent 
a retaiLer by contract from granting cash discounts or to make 
him charge the same price to cash customers as is charged to 
credit customers, since cash customers indirectLy subsidize 
credit card purchasers. Those who want the priviLedge of 
using credit cards shouLd pay for the service since it costs 
the retaiLer an identifiabLe amount. More credit buying heLps 
fueL infLation by encouraging unnecessary or unaffordabLe 
spending. Contracts which prevent retailers from granting 
discouts for cash payments constitute interference by the 
credit card company with the fundamentaL freedom of contract 
between the retaiLer and the customer. (68% agreed) 
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X· ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST LEGISLATION WHICH WOULD ALLOW AN 
ADVERTISER TO SHOW ANOTHER COMPANY'S TRADEMARK IN AN 
ADVERTISEMENT FOR PRODUCT COMPARISON PURPOSES? (Mandate 
No. 23, Question 2, ApriL, 1974.) 

~r9~~~Q!~_~9~iQ~t LegisLation which wouLd aLLow an advertiser 
to show another company's trademark in an advertisment for 
product comparison purposes -- Trademarks take time and money 
to deveLop. This use of trademarks aLLows competitors to take 
advantage of the reputation, advertising and vaLues associated 

. with the famous trademark. This indiscrimate use of a trade 
mark wiLL promote the idea that items have no reaL distinctive 
ness so that the vaLue of the trademark is greatly reduced. 
By Leaving out vitaL information whiLe not using faLse or 
misLeading statements, it is easy to make a product appear 
inferior, so that the owner of the trademark, whose mark is 
being used for comparison purposes, wiLL, in fact, be 
treated unfairly. (68% against) 
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Fi gure 22 

THE IMPACT OF REGULATIONS ON SMALL BUSINESS 

Sample of questionnaire used during training 
sessions with interviewers 

GENERAL PURPOSE 

The Economic Council of Canada in conjunction with 
the Canadian Federation of Independent Business have commissioned 
a study to explore the impact that economic regulations have on 
small business. The results of this study will be made available 
to poLicy makers aLL over the country so that reguLations may be 
better administered and developed. Your co-operation is much 
appreciated, and your confidentiaLity is guaranteed by the fact 
that the writeup wiLL not mention your company's name or address, 
nor the person interviewed. 

By impact of economic regulation, we are interested in 
finding out: 

(1) How reguLations affect the aLlocation of your time, 
the time of your employees, and the investment of 
your moneys. 

(2) The effect that regulations have on your net income. 

(3) The effect that regulations have on your expectations 
about the future growth of your business. 

By way of example, please note the differences between regulations 
and paperwork. (This differentiation might be presented to the 
interviewee on a separate card or sheet of paper.) 

REGULATION PAPERWORK 

(e.g. Laws/ruLes concerning 
heaLth and safety; consumer 
protection; transportation; 
zoning/building codes; 
pollution protection; store 
hours; labour standards; 
etc.) 

(e.g. filling out tax, statistical 
and other forms; questionnaires 
or surveys required by aLL three 
levels of government such as: 
urc; CPP; Statistics Canada; 
Worker's Compensation; etc.) 
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STATISTICAL DATA FOR SURVEY 
o 

(1) How many employees do you have (full or part-tim~ including 
yourself?) 

(a) 1-4 (b) 5-9 (c) 10-14 (d) 15-49 (e) 50-99 (f) 100 and 
over 

(a) Proprietorship (b) Partnership (c) Corporation (d) Other 

(2) How long have you beein in business? 

(a) less than 2 years (b) 2-4 years (c) 5-10 years (e) over 10 
years 

(3) What is the form of your business organization? 

(4) Which ONE activity provides the greatest amount of your gross 
income? 

(a) Agriculture, Forestry, 
Fishing 

(b) Mining, Oil and Natural Gas 

(c) Construction (d) Manufacturing and Processing 

(e) Transportation and 
Public Utilities 

(f) WhoLesaLe Trade 

(g) Retail Trade (~) Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate 

(i) Service (j) Other, not classified in one 
of the above 

(5) Are the employees in your company 

(a) unionized (b) non-unionized? 



GENERAL QUESTIONS ASKED DIRECTLY BV INTERVIEWER 

., 
(1) From your point of view, which economic regulations impact 

your business the most' which economic regulations impact you 
the second most •••• etc. • 

(Please have interviewee rank order all the regulations in 
decending order of importance.) 

(Regulations should be described in the words used by the 
interviewee.) 

(2) At which level of government does each regulation come from - 
Municipal, Provincial, Federal? 

(3) Do you have a .copy of the regulatior:s on the premisis? 

(Ask the interviewee to show regulations to you. Note that 
most interviewees will have difficulty in rank ordering 
regulations that impact their business. Some patience and 
probing will be required. After their first several regulations 
the interviewee will probably not be able to perceive any 
great differences in rank order. This rank order of regulations 
will serve as the format for subsequent questionning during the 
interview. The interviewer may have to return subsequently 
to the rank order to make corrections as the interviewee 
becomes more involved with the questions posed.) 

(The interviewer should record all "regulations" ranked by 
the interviewee even if they do not comply with our exact 
definition of economic regulation. For example; "regulations" 
imposed by suppliers, mall owners, associations, professions - 
should be recorded. Subsequently, in the section of the 
questionnaire which solicits examples, the interviewer should 
attempt to focus primarily on economic regulations as defined 
and on the more important "other" regulations perceived by 
the interviewee. An attempt to correct the interviewee's 
understanding of what constitutes economic regulations at the 
ranking stage tends to impede communication.) 

(4) Can you give me some examples of how these regulations affect 
your day-to-day operations? 

(Examples should be elicited starting with the economic 
regulation ranked No. 1 above -- three kinds of affects 
should be looked and probed for:) 
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(a) ALLOCATION EFFECTS: In which ways has the reguLation 
affected the way you have invested your money, your 
time and the time of your empLoyees in your business? 

(b) DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS: How has the reguLation affected 
your customers' and your suppLiers' net incomes? 

(c) GROWTH EFFECTS: How has the reguLation affected your 
expectations about your company's future in your 
industry? That of your competitors? That of your 
s upp Liers? 

(In ~ddition, an attempt shouLd be made to eLicit responses in 
the foL Lowing four categories when exampLes are given. "Impacts 
on your business shouLd be identified": (a) reLative to a l t e rna t i ve 
ways of accompLishing simiLar goaLs; (b) reLative to other individuaLs; 
(c) reLative to the impact of the Canadian sociaL/economic system as 
a whole, i.e. who benefits and who pays~) 

(i{) The interviewer shouLd ask the interviewee to 
suggest ALTERNATIVE METHODS that couLd be adopted 
to achieve the reguLatory objectiv~s being 
examined. 

( i) First priority is to be given to attempting 
to MEASURE COSTS in doLLars and cents, or 
aLternativeLy, in terms of percent increase/. 
decrease, or in terms of positive/negativ~ 
impact. 

(iii) ALternativeLy, the interviewee shouLd be asked 
to DEBUNK MISCONCEPTIONS that he beLieves to 
be widespread about how a particuLar reguLation 
impacts him and his industry. 

(iv) FinaLLy, the interviewee shouLd be asked whether 
for the particuLar exampLe of reguLatory impact 
being discussed, the interviewee can identify 
SMALL-LARGE FIRM DIFFERENCES. 

(ONCE EXAMPLES OF EACH REGULATION HAVE BEEN GIVEN, THEN GO BACK AND 
ASK [for each major impacting reguLation]:) 

(1) Is the poLicy intent of this particuLar reguLation cL~ar to you? 

(How did you become aware or inform yourseLf about the intent 
of the reguLation? What tax/subsidy or capitaL/Levy system ~ouLd 
give approximateLy the same resuLt?) 
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(2) Is the impact caused by the intent of the regulation or how 
it is managed by officials who enforce the regulation? 

(What are the implicit mechanisms -- explain in crude terms - 
in the political/economic decision making system that explain 
this result?) 

(3) Can you suggest alternatives, less costly ways both to the public 
purse and yourself in which the intent of this regulation could 
be achieved? 

(It is important to have as clear an understanding as possible 
regarding the whole set of costs generated by an economic 
regulation -- these include: (a) costs incured by the regulatory 
agency [public ~oStsJ; (b) costs incured by the small businessman 
[private costs] including opportunity costs such as time of 
the owner/manager and the cost of paperwork generated by regu 
lations that may be passed on to consultants or accountants, 
etc.) 

IN OTHER WORDS, WHO PAYS FOR WHAT? 

(4) How do you know that you are complying with all the regulations 
that affect your business. Are there any regulations that you 
have decided not to comply with? If yes, how did you arrive 
at this decision? 

(With this question, we are trying to establish the cost of 
non-compliance to the regulation as perceived by the small 
business person. This is a question he may not wish to 
discuss with you in explicit, direct terms. It will requi~e 
diplomacy, perseverance and understanding of the regulations 
that impact him to get some understanding of the costs of non 
compliance.) 

IF THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIC POINTS HAVE NOT COME UP IN THE EXAMPLES 
GIVEN, THEN THE INTERVIEWER SHOULD ASK THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR 
EACH REGULATION: 

(1) If this regulation didn't exist, think about how you would do 
things differently, and what the extra cost is that is being 
imposed on you. 

(2). H6w do you know that the impact of this particular regulation 
costs you $xxxxx? Could these costs be traced through your 
accounting system? If not, how did you arrive at these costs? 
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WHEN THE IMPACT OF REGULATION QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWEREDj THEN GO 
ON TO ASK THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS THAT WERE ON THE C.F.I.B. 
PROVINCIAL AND NATIONAL SURVEYS: 

(1) ReguLation (2) Paperwork 

• 
PROVINCIAL SURVEY: 

Question 11 -- Which of the following creates the greater time and/or 
cost burden for your business? (mark one) 

(e .g. laws/rules concerning 
health and safety; consumer 
protection; transportation; 
zoning/building codes; pol 
lution protection; store 
hours; labour standards; 
etc.) 

(e.g. filling out tax, statistical 
and other forms; que~tionnaires 
or surveys required by all three 
levels of government such as: UIC; 
CPP; Statistics Canada; Worker's 
Compensation; etc.) 

(1) Municipal (2) Provincial (3) Federal 

Question 12 -- The paperwork (fiLLing out fdrms, qu~stionnaire~, 
surveys) required by which leveL of government 
impose the areatest burden to your business in te~ms 
of time or money (mark one) 

(This question elicits a weak response from the interviewee. When 
this happens, a~ attempt might be made (where appropriate) to find 
out whether the municipal regulations affecting the smaLL businessman 
are perceived to be beneficial because there is a cLoser proximity 
between benefactor and enforcer.) 

Question 13 -- Throughout the year, on the average, how many man 
hours (including professional and cLerical time) 
does your business spend per week on government 
paperwork (i.e. filLing out forms, questionnaires, 
surveys)? (mark one) 

(1) 1-10 hrs/wk (2) 11-20 hrs/wk (3) 21-40 .hrs/wk (4) More than 
40 hrs/wk 

(This shouLd incLude work that can be farmed out by the inierviewee.) 

(GeneraL Probe: For alL three questions on the provinciaL survey 
(a) Are you a member of the C.F.I.B~? 
(b) Did you receive this questionnaire from the C.F.I.B.? 
(c) Why did you make the choice you did? 
(d) How did you answer the questionnaire? 
(e) Have your opinions changed since you answered the questionnaire?) 
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NATIONAL SURVEY: 

This question was asked by the C.F.I.B. on their latest National 
Survey regarding GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS: .. 

How have each of the following types of government regulations 
affected your business? (mark one) 

(1) No problem (2) Minor problem (3) Major problem 

NO MINOR MAJOR 
PROBLEM PROBLEM PROBLEM 

8. Labour Standards (min. wages, hours of work, etc.) 8. m ~ [3~ 
9. Employee Health & Safety Regulations 9. 0::; œ D~ 10. Zoning, Planning, Building codes 10. IT! œ 12 11. Store Hours OJ cr ~ 12. Occupational or Business Licencing Il. m œ [li 

13. Packaging & Labelling 12. 

14. Sales Practices (misleading 13. ~ [Il II 
advertising, unfair trade practices, etc.) [D ~ r'" 14. 2. 15. Transportation (truck/railroad) C~=; f?J [f 

16. Human Rights (race, sex, age, etc.) 15. 
16. I.!_, ~i II 

(This is a question which was not asked in Phase I of the study, and 
an attempt is being made to gather any information that would be 
useful to help interpret the statistical results of the large survey. 
For example, if the interviewee is a mèmber of C.F.I.B. and answered 
the question, you might find that he is ignorant of which regulations 
affect his business the most and so he just guessed -- this is an 
important finding.) 

COMMENTS: 

• 
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LIST OF INTERVIEWS 

Retailer- Pharmacist 1 

Retailer - Leather Goods 7 

Retailer - Sail Boats 12 

Retailer - Leather Goods 15 

Service - Restaurant 20 

Service - Liquid Waste 24 

Service - Refrigeration Contractor 32 

Service - Valve Repair and Manufacturer 36 

Service - Mechanical Contractor 45 

"2 Manufacturer - Wheelchair Lifts 

Manufacturer - Electroplater 55 

Manufacturer - Confectionary Products 61 

M'anufacturer - Food Products .66 

Retailer - Specialty Advertising 71 

Service - Association Management 74. 

76 Service - General Contractor 

Service - ReaL Estate DèveLoper 81 

Retailer - Furniture Store 84 

Manufacturer - Chiropractic Tables and ReLay 
Eq ui pment 

87 

Wholesaler - Notion~ (Rack Jobbers) 90 

Servic~ - Mobile Power Truc~ Wash 93 

95 Service - Printing Broker 
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CASE NO. PAGE NO. 

23 Service - Residential and Commercial Real Estate 98 

24 Manufacturer - Large Fibre Spinning Mill 100 

25 Retailer - New and Used Car Dealer 104 
to 

26 Retai ler - Custom Tai loring and Men's Wear 107 

27 Retai ler - Sporting Goods 109 

28 Wholesaler - Sporting Goods 113 

29 Service - Specialty Lighting 115 

30 Manufacturer - Screw Machine Products 118 

31 Manufacturer - Custom Woodworking 121 

32 Service - Medical Practitioner 124 

33 Wholesaler - Drapery 126 

34 Service - Distributor Dry Cleaning & Laundry Supplies 129 

35 Service - Property Management Company 133 

36 Retailer - Ladies Fashion Retailer 137 

37 Manufacturer - Fibre Spinning MiLL 140 

38 Manufacturer - Texti le Spinning Mi Ll 144 

39 Servi ce - Elect ri ca l Connectors 148 

40 Service - Janitorial 151 

41 Service - Property Management 154 

42 Service - ElectricaL Contractor 158 

43 . Retai ler - Hardware 162 

44 Manufacturer - PubLisher of Law Books & Periodicals 165' 

45 WhoLesaler - Food Importers and Distributors 1'69 

46 Wholesaler - Beverage Products 173 

47 Service - Life Insurance Agency 175 • 
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CASE NO. -------- 

48 

49 

50 
• 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 
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Service - Advertising Agency 

Service - Sales Training and Seminars 

Service - Consulting Engineering 

Manufacturer - Electrical Testing Instruments 

Retailer - Kitchen and Gift Boutique 

Service - Advertising Agency 

Wholesaler - After Market Auto Parts 

Manufacturer - Hitches 

Wholesaler - Importer and Distributor of Funeral 
Caskets 

Manufacturer - Commercial Printing 

Wholesaler - Dry Cleaning Equipment 

Service - Educational and Retail 

Manufacturer - Loose Leaf BInders 

Manufacturer - Printing 

Service - Carpet Installation 

Manufacturer - Importer of Automotive Tools 

Service - Radiology Group 

Service - Insurance Agency 

Service - Property Management Company 

Service - Industrial Food Service Company 

Service - Food Service Consulting Firm 

Service - Drafting Service Company 

Retail - Computer and Software Sales Company 

Retailer- Furrier 

Service - Consumer Marketing 

Retailer - Food and Beverages 

PAGE NO. 

179 

182 

184· 

186 

188 

192. 

196 

200 

204 

207 

210 

213 

216 

219 

222 

225 

228 

231 

234 

238 

Z41. 

244 

246 

249 

252 

254 
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.74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 
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Manufacturer - Margarine 

Manufacturer - Packaging and Woodworking Equipment 

Service - Major Privately-Owned Contracting Co. 

Retail - Distributor and Installer of Central 
Vacuum Systems 

Retail - Catering and Banquet Hall 

Retail - Lumberyard 

Service - Human Resources, Placement and Consulting 
Services 

Wholesaler - Distributor of Restaurant Supplies 

Service - Funeral Home 

Service - Real Estate Broker 

l 

PAGE NO. 

257 

260 

. 264 • 

268 

271 

'274 

279 

282 

284 

287 

Manufacturing - Sheet Metal Engineering Fabricating Shop 290 

Manufacturing - Film Mixing Studio 

Service - Microfilm Processor and Storage System 

Wholesale - Imported Tobacco Products 

Manufacturer - Colour Separator and Plate Maker 

Service - Show Promotors 

WhoLesaLer - Retai L DispLay Racks 

Service - General Insurance Agency 

Wholesaler - Giftware Distributor 

Service - General Insurance Adjuster 

Manufacturing - Printing Company 

Manufacturing & Processing - Office Furniture 

Retail - Esso Service Centre and Used Car Business 

Manufacturing - FiLm Stripper and Colour Separator 

293 

296 

299 

302 

304 

306 

308 

310 

313 

315 

318 

321 
• 

324 
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CASE NO. PAGE NO. ------- -------- 

98 Wholesaler - Promotional letterheads 327 

99 Service - legal Fi rm 329 • 
100 Manufacturer - Mine Timber and Fire logs 3~2 
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